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Management Summary
Cotton is a product with many by-products. The lint is used for textile industry,
seeds can be used for vegetable oil, which on it' s turn is a raw material for many
other products, such as soap, and margarine.
Tanzania' s place in the world market is a minor one. lt' s share in
worldproduction is 0.27%. In Sub-Saharan Africa Tanzania's share is far larger, 5%.
The World bank have evaluated the ditTerences between francophone African
nations and anglophone African nations to identify factors that influence ootton
production in a positive manner. When these factors would be taken into account then
the ootton production in Tanzania should be able to double.
The total exports of ootton are fluctuating. This is due to the weather conditions
that influence every years' ootton production. Lint ootton is the most important export
commodity, the value of ootton exports were about 80 million US$. This makes
ootton also the most important foreign exchange earner. Before coffee was the largest
export oommodity but since prices have fallen ootton bas taken the first place.
The prices of ootton on the world market are likely to stay at about the same
level in the future. Production on the one hand will rise, although some countries
have to reduce their efforts in ootton growing, on the other hand also oonsumption
will rise.
In order to earn more foreign exchange Tanzania has to increase its ootton
production. When government policies would be an incentive for farmers to grow
oottonthen production could increase drastically. When farmers would be stimulated
to use inputs, such as fertilizers, production could increase. Another important policy
would be the funding of research after improved ootton species.
When improved species and inputs would be used yields could rise drastically.
Yields in francophone African countries is double to triple the yields of Tanzanian
farmers. Also other factors have proven to be important, such as the prices of
competing crops, the speedy processing of seed cotton, and infrastructure.
The main problem the industry would have when the production would double
is that the local ginning industry bas far insufficient capacities. Nowadays they can
hardly oope with the ootton erop.
Ginning is a viable process. Unions indebtedness to the bankspart not their
fault but on the other hand it is, because they are so inefficient. The percentage taken
by the ginning operation under efficient management and reasonable farmgate prices,
acoording to the World Bank, leaves, under efficient management of a ginnery, a high
profit (at least 20-40%). There is thus no reason for indebtedness for the Cooperative
Unions when such high profits could be obtained.
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Capacity utilization is at the ginneries is low. Capacity utilization is the
percentage of existing, maximum, capacity that is actually used. This percentage is
usually lower than 60%. This percentage could be much higher. As for the maximum
capacity the proven capacity is taken, than one should look at the most efficient
ginnery, and oompare the circumstances under which this ginnery operates with that
of other ginneries. For this reason the Ngasamo-ginnery has been taken. The ginnery
operates proved utilize about 80% of the existing maximal capacity.
The main factor identified ditTering from ginnery to ginnery were not spare
parts, maintenance equipment, the choice of technology, or running conditions. These
factors are all supposed to be more or less identical. The factor causing the ditTerenee
is the factor maintenance personnet The skills of maintenance personnet should be
increased. When this would be done the capacity utilization should be at least 50%
higher for the NCU and SHIRECU.
To increase capacity utilization even more there could be used moisture meters
and moisturizing units. This would also give better quality lint, and the gin out turn
would give more lint. Another way of increasing capacity utilization would be the
introduetion of automatic feeding units and cleaning systems. This would increase
capacity utilization with 30 to 50%. Especially for the SHIRECU for which the
production in bales per shift is low compared to the NCU, these technologies would
be applicable.
According to TISCO the ginning demand would double in 2003. When the
current installed capacities would be better utilized, and the scale would be increased
for ginneries of the NCU, then there would still be a gap between capacity and
demand. To overcome this problem there should be invested in new ginneries.
When the Regionat Cooperative Unions, especially the NCU and the
SHIRECU, would show not to be able to increase the capacity utilization it would be
advisable to the govemment to encourage private enterprises to enter the ginning
industry. This would increase competition and would surely bring the ginning fees
down.
The costs forspare parts, 17 US$ per bale, for roUer-ginning technology, are
too high. In order to decrease the costs and improve quality, a maintenance system
should be set up at the ginneries. In this maintenance system the lifetimes of spares
and the causes of breakdown should be administrated. With this information spare
part manufacturers could correct manufacturing and design weaknesses. Higher
quality would probably bring the costs for spares down.
In the maintenance system it would be recommendable to formalize actions for
maintenance, such as cleaning, lubrication, and bolting. Most of all the operating-and
maintenance skilis should be increased.
When the sector would indeed increase its production and the costs could come
down, the sector could attribute highly to the national economy. The percentage,
about 20%, that should be reserved for ginning could be 5 to 10% lower. Th is
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represents, when production would be doubled, 8 to 16 million US$. A part from
higher revenues in the ginning industry also farmers would earn more, and the cotton
sector would yield more foreign exchange.
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Preface
This study is a master-thesis for the Eindhoven University ofTechnology, for
the Faculty ofTechnology, Social Sciences, and Philosophy.
This study deals with the ootton sector in Tanzania. This sector is vitally
important for Tanzania's, basically agricultural, economy. For foreign exchange,
employment, and the by-products from cotton, such as vegetable oil.
Although the circumstances were not favourable to carry out this study, I am
fairly confident that the conclusions and information of this study are correct. These
conclusions could be used by World Bank, Government, Lint and Cotton Marketing
Board, Regionat Cooperative Unions, and other parties interested in the Tanzanian
ootton sector.
Hereby I want to thank all that have been helpfull to me to complete this thesis.
Personally I would like to thank Mr. John Hall ofRajani Metals and Machinery, the
Nyanza Cooperative Union and Manawa ginnery for the provision of information.
Oosterhout, January 1995.

Martijn Steentjes.
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Introduetion
This study deals with the problems ofthe Tanzanianootton industry on several
levels. It gives suggestions for improvement for each level.
Cotton is believed to be introduced in Tanzania during the German oolonial
period. The seed ootton was ginned, which is the separation of the lint ootton from the
seed, by Asian traders in Oeganda. In the twenties of this century these asian traders
came to Tanzania and a local ginning industry was established. A oouple of ginneries
that were then founded still exist today.
The Tanzanianootton sector is hampered in its performance by many factors.
During the eighties the sector even seemed to oollapse, and a foreign donor
programme was started to keep the sector from oollapsing. Since then a lot has been
changed and improved.
One of the factors influencing the ginning industry is the availability of spare
parts. Evaluation ofthe spareparts problems was the initial subject ofthis study. This
subject was changed when it became clear that there are other important factors that
may be even more influencial fortheginning industry.
One of the local points of view is reflected in the following news paper article:

'Appraise
spares
ca pa city'
By Daily News Reportes
PRESIDENT Ali Hassan Mwinyi
has ordered the Minister of Industry and Trade to embark on an
evaluation of ginnery spares
production in the country so as to
establish how many spares
should be ordered from abroad.
President Mwinyi gave the directive in Dar es Salaam yesterday following a special meeting
at the State House to discuss development, problems, and expectations ofthe ginning industry.
He said that in order to proteet
the local ginnery spares industry,
it was necessary to know their capacity and import requirements.
The president had been told by
representative
from
cotton
cooperative unions that the
indus-

try was suffering because their
ginneries lacked spares.
He was told the spares industry
presently had the capacity to
produce only between 20 and 40
percent ofthe country's demand.
Ginneries currently existing can
process only 30 percent of the
country's cotton produce.
President Mwinyi was told that
local and foreign companies had
started to build ginneries in
Mwanza, Shinyanga and Mara
regions where much cotton is
produced.
He told the cooperative leaders
that the government had started to
look into ways of enabling coops to
have their own money for buying
crops in order to avoid high interest
bankloans.

Source: The Daily News, December 4th, 1993.
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Chapter One: Methodological Issues.

In tltjs chap~er the ~robl~rildefiriition Wütl>e gïvêt\; :ruriliêr an outline of the 8tqdy,

~citfle'Wly that thetl1esis isbtJilf1.l1P·'l'hë:1TaJne\\>~~mllbedefined, as well asthe

vawwtes. Also the way tbat t1te vari~~.~~~ ~ .~perationaJi~oo is described in this:
c:bapter:· .·.
· ·· · < :·. . • · · · ··· ·
·.

1.1 Problemdefinition, aim, and theoretical model.
This study wil/ try to identify the major problems and constraints
hampering the Tanzanian coltonsector in its performance on
supranational-, macro-, meso-, and micro-level. The study will only deal with
the process of manufacturing cotton into a raw material for textile industry. Spinning,
weaving, etc. does fall out of the scope of this study. The study will deal with the
prohlems that arise after the cotton is harvested and processed, until it arrives in Dar
es Salaam harhor to he shipped abroad. It will however describe the characteristics of
cotton growing in Tanzania, and the place in the cotton market
The aim of the study is to give an overview of the cotton sector and, hy
identifying the prohlems, give suggestions for improvement. The suggestions are to
he seen in the prospect of the current transition of the organization of the sector from
without grower-to-market linkstoa organization with grower-to-market links.
On supranational, and national (macro-), level the suggestions are made for
Govemment, World Bank, and aid donors. On meso-level the suggestions will be
made for the Cooperative Unions. On micro-level the actors concemed are, again the
Cooperative Unions, Spare part manufacturers, Ginnery management, and possible
interested third parties, like future investors.
The framewerk of this study will he top-down (i.e. supra-national, macro,
meso, and micro). For the purpose of descrihing the prohlems on each level the
Technology Atlas Project ofthe United Nationsis used (p.39-45, 29). Here
technology is considered the means for transforming either a natural resource to a
produced resource or one kind of produced resource to another kind of produced
resource. This is presented in figure l.I.
Figure 1.1: Elements lnvolved in Resources Transformation
.. ···N~ional Socio-Political C~~~è··· ...
and Science and Technology Culturè· ..
/;.;-----------------~

International
Relations and
Constraints

Any Resources Transformation Activity

\\ . !.

International
Relations an<!_
Constraints

Outputs
.Inpuffi
1

. ITechnology I _ . . · ·
Source: p. 42, 31
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It is proposed to consider technology as a combination of four basic
components, all of which dynamically interact and together accomplish any
transformation operation. The components are - facilities; abilities; facts and
frameworks which are described below.
Production tools and facilities - which may be referred to as the object
embodied form oftechnology (or Technoware). It includes all physicalfacilities
necessary for the transformation operation, such as instruments, equipment,
machinery, devices, structures and factories.
Production skilis and experiences - which may be referred to as the personembodied form oftechnology (or Humanware). It includes all acquired abilities
necessary for the transformation operation, such as expertise, proficiency, dexterity,
creativity, perseverance, diligence and ingenuity.
Production facts and information - which may be referred to as the documentembodied form oftechnology (or lnforware). It includes allfacts and figures required
for the transformation operation, such as designs, accounts, specifications,
observations, relations, equations, charts and theories.
Production arrangements and linkages - which may be referred to as the
institution-embodied form oftechnology (or Orgaware). It includes theframeworks
required for the transformation operation, such as groupings, allocations,
systematization, organizations, networks, management and marketing.

In any resource transformation, all four components of technology are required
simultaneously. No transformation can take place in the complete absence of any of
these components.

Inputs, in figure 1.1, for any transformation activity are naturally available
resources andl or semifinished goods (which are outputs from other transformation
activities). The inputs may come from within a country or may be imported.
Outputs are normally a combination of consumer goods (which do not require
any forther transformation), semifinished goods (which will be inputs for other
transformation activities), andlor capital goods (which can be used as tools for
resources transformation).
The conversion of inputs to outputs is carried out by technology which, as the
transformer, determines the quantity and quality of resources conversion achieved by
the transformation operation. The efficiency of this transformation (or productivity of
transformation) is influenced by the national economie, political, and socio-cultu!al
environment.
The theoretical framework presented by the Atlas project is not completely
suitable for this study. The reason for this is that the operationalisation ofthe
transformation operation is mainly focussed on the assessment ofthe appropriateness
of techno logies, through financial numbers, while in this study the focus is on the
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major problems with the technologies and financial numbers are not relevant, since
the technologies are a given fact; they are already there.
Thus for the purpose of this study - identification of the major problems
hampering the sector in its performance - a new framework will be defined, with use
of the Atlas framework in figure l.I. Th is is presented in figure 1.2.
Figure 1.2 Adapted Framework

International Constraints

l
I

National Policies

~j

l

I

Cotton Sector

1
Resources Transformation Activity
Inputs

Outputs
Technology

In this model the International constraints are trends, prices, and organization
ofthe world cotton market These international constraints do influence National
policies, as well as the resources transformation activity. For instance, if prices would
decline to under production costs technology would not be viabie anymore. The
International constraints are described on supranationallevel.
The national policies are described on a macro-level, and dealwithall national
policies influencing the cotton sector. These policies may have direct and indirect
impact on the sector. Policies can hamper the sector on meso- and micro-level by, for
instance, prohibition of the importation of inputs, or putting a levy on exports.
The catton sector is described on meso-level. Here the cooperative unions, that
deal with cotton, are described. Here mainly the organization of the sector is
described, and the role of the cooperative unions within the sector.
The Resources Transformation Activity stays mainly the same, but not with the
same purpose. As is said before this study identifies the major problems of the cottonsector, and is not making an assessment of the appropriateness of techno logies.
The model will be used to identify the problems, and this will be done through the
efficiency ofthe transformation activity. The efficiency is assessed through capacity
utilization. This is done on a micro-level.

Capacity Utilization (CU) at time 't' is defined as:
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efficiency of the transformation activity. The efficiency is assessed through capacity
utilization. This is done on a micro-level.

Capacity Utilization (CU) at time 't' is defined as:
CUt = QAt I Qot = Actual Output I Maximum Output
When the efficiency of the resources transformation activity is not optimal, then
the actual output would be less than the maximal output. Problems within the
resources transformation activity would lead to a lower actual output than could be
achieved under improved circumstances.

Inputs are here raw material, components, packing material, water, electricity,
and other inputs neerled for production. Outputs is here the major product (Lint) of
the transformation activity. lts by-products, as described in chapter one, are not used
as outputs in the resources transformation activity, nor the processing of it.

1.2 Methods of Data Coneetion
The methods of data-coHeetion to identify the problems are literaturestudy , and
interviewing. On supranational, and macro-level the method of data-coHeetion is
merely literature. On micro-, and meso-level it will be a combination of
literaturestudy, with interviewing.
On micro-level the study will be a case-study, in this case-study two ginneries
will be compared with help of data on efficiency. There has been choosen fora casestudy due to limited time and finances. Data from the Nyanza Cooperative Union
(NCA) of the Ngassamo-ginnery will be used. Further data of the NCU' s ginneries in
Magu, Nyambiti, and Kasamwa are used. The data from Manawa is provided by the
ginnery itself. This ginnery is not owned by the NCU.
The case-study however can be generalised for the whole sector. All the
ginneries in the sector are equiped with the same tools, and receive the same spares
and cotton. Thus all the inputs and technoware is the same. Also the orgaware, and
inforware is the same for all the ginneries. Only the humanware is different, as every
person is different and usually has had a different education. The outputs are the same
in the sector too. Namely ootton lint and seed. Improvements found for this few
ginneries can be achieved at ginneries at other sites too.
In chapter 4 the similarities and ditTerences between the NCU and the
SHIRECU are described. In many factors the SHIRECU performs better than the
NCU. The Ngasamo-ginnery can also be generalized for the SHIRECU as is
described in chapter 5.
The two key rapports used for this study are:
• Tanzania Industrial Studies And Consulting Organisation (TISCO), Cotton
Production Prospects for the Next Decade: Tanzania CaseStudy, November 1993.
• Joint evaluation mission, Netherlands assistance to the Tanzanian ootton sector
during the 1980s, Dr. A.J.M. van de Laar e.a., May 1992.
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To check the validity of the literature interviews will be taken. These interviews
will be taken from key persons. The method of interviewing will be open
interviewing. The following key persons (names and functions) were interviewed for
this study:
• Mr. Heinsbroek; First secretary Dutch Ambassy,
• Mr. Hall; Rajani Metals and Machinery,
• Mr. Salema ; General Manager National Engineering Company Ltd. (NECO),
• Mr. Shindika; General Manager TCMB,
• Mr. Mhoja ; Chief Engineer NCU,
• Mr. Mukami; Executive Director MEID A, and
• Mr. Maselli; ChiefEngineer TCMB.

As said in the last paragraph the operationalization of this study on micro-level
is through capacity utilization. The interviews and literature will be used to identify
the problems, and this will be checked with hand of capacity utilization. Problems
that can not be checked by capacity utilization are left out of consideration.
The study is on supranational- and macro-level a literaturestudy. On meso- and
micro-level it will be a combination of literaturestudy and interviewing. The
techniques of analysis used are statistics and description. The varlab les, and how the
data was collected, can be found back in annex 7. Interviews with key-persons can be
found in annex 10.
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Chapter Two: Cotton on a supranationallevel
This chapter contains a descriptiöl1 ofthe products that are made from ootton, pr()spects
on the worldmarket; prices and demanqs, as wc::ll as a description of how the worldmar~
ket functions, the •differences between anglophone and franoophone African cotton pro- •.
ducing oountries, and the place.ofTánzania on this.market, in characteristics andflgures~

2.1 Cotton Products
Cotton has wide variability in the fiber characteristics of length, length uniformity,
strength, maturity, and fineness, which constitute fiber quality. Fiber length, fineness, and
strength are largely genetically controlled, with limited influence from the environmental
oonditions. Environment exerts a oonsiderable influence on fiber maturity, whereas length
uniformity, particularly forshort fibers, is dependent on ginning oonditions.
Thus, variety is the major determinant of fiber type and quality, which in turn, determine the
end use.
There are four cultivated ootton species, the Old World species Gossypium arboreum
and G. herbaceum and the New World species G. barbadense and G. hirsutum. About 90
percent ofthe world's commercially produced ootton oornes from G. hirsutum varieties, also
known as Upland cotton, and about 8 percent oornes from G. barbadense varieties, known as
Egyptian or American Egyptian (Pima) ootton (p. 25, 5). In Tanzania G. hirsutum is reported
to have been grown since the end ofthe 19th century. It is thought to have been introduced by
the German colonial govemment (p.1, 1). G. hirsutum varieties varyin staple length, strength,
and fineness. It is used mainly for ooarse-oount yams for coarse fabrics, muslin, canvas, and
denim (p. 25, 5).
Cotton is one of the most important textile raw materials on the world textile market
lts share fluctuated slightly between 47% and 50% ofthe total oonsumption over the last ten
years. These relative figures do not show that the oonsumption of cotton rose by about 30%
between 1980 and 1990 (p. 71, 8). In tigure 2.1 we find the various uses of cottonseed.
Figure 2.1a:

Cottonseed Utilization; Meats.

Meats \

Cake and Meal ~ Flour
Stock Feed
Fertilizer
Crude Oil ~ Refined Oil
Foods

Bread, Cakes and Confectionery
Beef and Dairy Cattle, Sheep, Horses,
Mul es, Peultry and Hogs.
Salad and Cooking Oil, Mayonnaise, Salad Dressing, Shortening, Margarine,
Mellorine and Packing Oil.
Soap
Glycerine
Explosive, pharmaceuticals,
Food Preparations, and
Cosmetics
Livestock Feed
Fatty Acid
Rubber, Plastics, Insecticides, Fungicides, Metallic
Soaps, Waterprooflog Leather Pa er and Textiles.
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Figure 2.1b:

Cottonseed Utilization; Hulls.

Hulls ~-+ Stock Feed
Fertilizer
Oil and Drilling Mud
Bran
Fiber
Furfural

Figure 2.1c:

Beef and Dairy Cattle, Sheep, Horses and Mules.
Mulch and Soil Conditioner.
Livestock F eed.
Pulp - Same Uses as Linters.
Synthetic Rubber, Petroleum Refining and Plastics.

Cottonseed Utilization; Linters.
Viscose

Rayon

~~;;;;:=::=---+ Cellulose Esters and Ethers

Air Hose, Industrial fabrics.

Cellulose Nitrate
Cellulose Acetate
Clothing, Household fabrics
Automotive Upholstery,
Electrical, Equipment, Toiletware, Pens and Pencils.
\
Films X-Ray and Photographic Papers
Writing, Filter and Absorbent
Absorbent Cotton Medical Supplies
Yams
Lamp and Candle Wicks, Twine, Rugs and Mops.
Felts for;
Automotive Upholstery, Pads, Cushions, Fumiture Upholstery,
Comforters and Mattresses.
Yam
Plastics

Source: p. 1, 5.
Cotton is also one ofthe wortd's most important agricultural cash crops. The lint is
universally used as a textile raw material while the cottonseed is the second most important
souree of vegetable oil and the cottonseed cake is a rich souree of high quality protein for
animal feed or, with carefut processing, for human food.
Since the 19th century ootton has faced increasing competition from synthetic cellulosic
fibers such as rayon and non-cellulosic fibers such as nylon and polyester.
Besides increased competition ootton also faces increased competition for land, labor
and other inputs from other crops because rising production costs of ootton have not been
matched by increased prices. Population pressures have increased the need to expand food
production and price and market reforms have had a favorable impact on the returns to
alternative crops.
Cotton itself is produced primarily for its fiber. Cottonseed, however, is the second
most important souree of vegetable oil in the world, and cottonseed cake is a valuable highprotein stockfeed. When properly processed, cottonseed flour is also a valuable souree of
protein for humans.
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One the factors identified by the World Bank (p. 2, 5), assessing the potential for
production improvements during the next decade, is to increase the profitability of cotton and
its by-products for growers. This by, for instance, better exploiting the value of cottonseed as
a souree of oil and protein.
Quality and quantity of ootton erop yield depends very much on the soil, on seasonal
temperature variations, on irrigation, on fertilizing and absence of parasites and insects. By
far the larger part of seed ootton grows on large areas in mono-cultures on annual plants. As
natural water resources are often no longer available in sufficient quantity, it is necessary to
irrigate artificially, which has led in the meantime to regionat shortages in the water supply
and -due to it - an increase in saline content of the soil.
Increased artificial fertilizing and the necessary pest control, neededinintensive erop
production, have led world-wide to an indiscriminate use of chemieals and thus the pollution
of air, water and soil.
Important for the cotton price is the quality of the fiber. All harvesting and future
steps damage the fibers to a lesser or higher degree. The traditional hand-picking leads to best
fiber qualities, as selection in maturity as well as preclassification is possible. Manpower
requirement is high, so that competitiveness can only be obtained by a large and poorly paid
workforce.
The ginning process together with the relevant cleaning processes represents the
greatest mechanica! strain factor in raw fiber processing. The actual ginning process, in which
the fibers are torn from the seeds, is usually done under controlled humidity conditions of the
fibers. The already highly stressed fibers.
Traditionally, quality testing is done by viewing the appearance as wellas by manual
staple length determination, sometimes by use of simple fiber testers. Most of these methods
are subjective.
Dispatch of ootton is in bales of about 200 kg in weight produced by baling presses.
These bales go to the spinners.
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2.2 Cotton worldmarket
The rise in world ootton production has resulted mainly from increased yields which rose
from an average of 443 kg/ha in 1981/82 to 595 kg/ha in 1991/92. The harvested area of ootton
remained fairly constant, at approximately 33 million ha during the same period and has fallen
slightly over 32 ha for the 1992/93 and 1993/94 erop years (see table 2.1).
Continuous research and plant breeding and seed multiplication has resulted in improved
seed quality and availability of more productive, higher-quality varieties for commercial planting.
The wide use of fertilizers, improved insecticides, and the use of genetically pure certified seeds of
improved varieties have contributed to the steady increase in ootton yields.
So far, mutation breeding has had little success, and genetic engineering is directed toward
specific characters that are likely to have greater impact on production costs in the immediate
future than on direct yield improvement (Meredith, 1984, p. 136) (p. 21, 5).
Table 2.1: World Cotton Harvested Area, Yield, Production, and Consumption, 1981/82-1993/94.
1981/82
1985/86'' 1990/91
1991192 ' ' 1992/931 '1993/942 <:
33,842
32,601
33,033
34,932
32,415
32,168
Harvested Area
('000 ha)
576
595
443
534
559
593
Lint Yield (kg/ha)
14,996
17,393
19,014
20,793
18,115
Production ('000 tons)
19,079
14,104
16,566
18,334
18,629
18,736
19,159
Consumption
('000 tons)
1 : Preliminary
2
: Forecast
Source: ICAC 1990a:40-47;1990b: 40-47. Oct. 1992: Vol. 46No. 1 (Part 2) 12-19; 1993a: 1219.
Further expansion in ootton production will continue to depend primarily on yield increases
rather than on acreage expansion. Table 2.1 shows that in the 1980s the world ootton growth area
has not increased. Production has increased because of lint yield increases. Thus production has
increased, as well as consumption. In 1992/93 and the forecasts of 1993/1994 consumption will be
higher than production. This is possible due to stocks.
With limited arabie land, and competition from food crops, production has fallen below
consumption in some cotton-producing developing countries (e.g. Egypt and Mexico).
When consumption (demand) surpasses offer the ootton prices should rise. Next paragraph
will deal with this issue.
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Figure 2.2: Nominaland Deflated Cotton Price Projections, 1992-2005.
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a. Deflated by G-5 Manufacturing Unit Va1ue (MUV) Index.
b. Deflated by G-7 Consumer Price Index (CPI).
Source: World Bank October 1992:226, Table A-5.
The price forecasts, in tigure 2.2, are made without consirlering resolution of
agricultural issues in the Uruguay Round oftrade negotiations. GATT (General Agreement
on Trade and Tariffs) amendments would necessitate arevision ofthis chapter.
From tigure 2.2 it can be stated that ootton prices will stay rather stabie in the next
future. The absolute (nominal) price will rise, but relative prices will stay about the same.
There is a distinct ditTerenee in the way ootton and other agricultural export
oommodities (like coffee) prices are set on the worldmarket. Coffee prices are freely set on
the market by demand and offer. Cotton prices however are more or less set by the US. The
U.S. is the second -largest ootton producer in the world, with a 1992/93 harvested area of
4,514 thousand ha, about 14 percent ofthe world total, and a production of3,540 thousand
MT in 1992/93, about 20 percent ofthe world total. When worldmarket prices seemtofall
because of lack of demand, the US erop is stocked .. The stock is again made available to be
sold when demand is greater than offer (p. 50, 5). This is how oonsumption can be higher
than production in table 2.1. The largest producer is China with a share of about 27 percent of
the world total. China is not able to influence the world market prices of ootton since it is a
ootton importer. This is due to China' s rise in population.
The world demand for ootton grew at 1.2 percent per annum from 1961 to 1986, less
rapidly than cocoa (2.1 percent) and tea (3.3 percent); but Africa's demand for ootton grew
faster than for mostother oommodities that it exports- with the exception of palm oil (p. 24,
5).
From an economical point of view the ootton sector provides African, ootton growing,
developing oountries (30 out of 44) with good chances, as world ootton consumption-will rise
while at the same time production will stay at about the same level. Production will not rise in
the future because some major developing countries, e.g. China, Egypt, and Uzbekistan, in
which ootton is eoonomically important, may have to reduce their ootton area over the next
decade to produce more food to satisfy the increasing food demand brought about by high
population growth rates. Compared to other agricultural products, ootton prices will stay
about the same while the prices of other products (like ooffee) will fluctuate (highly), which
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is due to the pricing system on the world market Cotton offer is namely set at constant by the
U.S.

2.3 The place of Tanzania in the worldmarket
Since oottonisoften grown in poor regions, the ootton industry has beoome an
important instrument of African governments' regionat development and income distribution
goals. Among African ootton growing countries there quite large ditTerences in yields and
growing area (see table 2.2a).

Total.··•····· ·
production· ·
.· ('OOQ tons)

1. Cöte d'Ivoire (F)

205.0

571

117.1

2. Sudan (E)

262.7

443

116.4

3. Mali (F)

191.7

541

103.7

4. Zimbabwe (E)

250.0

309

77.3

5. Burkina Faso (F)

170.7

387

66.1

6. South Africa (E)

165.7

372

61.6

7. Chad (F)

198.7

287

57.0

•~,; Carrierc)ön (fU

539

53.0

. . <9_•··Tan~~nia··(E)·······•·

142

48.7

466

48.3

103

40.5

.....

10. Benin (F)

103.7

..

11.. Niger~~ (E) · · · · •·
12. Togo (F)

80.3

452

36.3

13. Ethiopia (Italian)

36.0

537

19.3

14. Zambia (E)

84.0

206

17.3

454

15.0

16. Madagascar (F)

23.3

544

12.7

17. Cen.Afr.Rep. (F)

48.3

248

12.0

18-31. Others

68_

Total SSA

970

Africa Total

1,274

World Total

17,865
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Table 2.2b: Cotton production shares of Tanzania and SSA in Africa and Worldproduction, 1988-1990.

·. 'Ï'ahi~1lia$4arè.(%)öf:i>•····
Sub Saharan Africa

5.0%

Africa

3.8%

World

0.27%

Africa

76%

World

5%

Source:

ICAC, Cotton: World Statistics, April, 1992.

In the countries, with which theMadia (Managing Agricultural Development In Africa)
Discussion Paper (3) is concerned (Cameroon, Senegal, Nigeria, Kenya, Tanzania, and
Malawi, which are called MADIA-countries), output performance has been distinctly mixed.
By and large, ootton production, in yields in Kg of lint (ginned cotton) per Ha, in the
francophone countries has been superior to that of anglophone countries (see annex 2) since
the early 1970s, even though many ofthe latter excelled earlier (p. 5, 3).
A distinguishing feature of ootton production in the francophone countries is the
structure of their dornestic ootton industry. The presence of the Compagnie Française pour Ie
Développement des Fibres Textiles (CFDT) has provided them with more effective vertical
integration (between farmers and research) than is found in anglophone Africa.
The CFDT has brought, in addition to integration:
• professionalism,
• know-how,
• detailed knowledge of country specific circumstances,
• detailed knowledge of international markets and finance.
As the CFDT for francophone African countries, in Great-Britain, the Cotton Research
Corporation (CRC), was in charge of promoting research. It carried out research,
disseminating the results, financing and coordinating research projects, and assuring the long
term presence of research scientists in Africa who gained experience over time. As the British
textile industry waned, so did resources for the CRC.
The British government supported ootton research in East Africa until 1982 on an ad
hoc basis, so as to fill the void left by the CRC, many of CRC's functions were nottaken on
by other institutions.
In neither anglophone nor francophone countries has much priority been given to
building indigenous research capacity or developing top-quality African scientists to ~ork on
cotton. This has created problems, in particular in anglophone countries, now that the CRC
has withdrawn.
Nevertheless, the francophone countries appear to be much more strongly committed to
their ootton subsector than the anglophone countries are. They have made greater efforts to
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eosure that coordination among institutions is satisfactory and the sector is adequately funded.
The reasoos for the apparent commitment are difficult to distinguish.
• One clue may lie in the consistent presence of CFDT in one form or another in every
francophone country since independence. CFDT bas supplied the cotton parastatals with
teehoical assistance, a viabie teehoical package, access to capital, and influence among
donors and dicisionmakers.
• Another clue may lie in the absence of a minority business community, such as the Asians
of Kenya and Tanzania. Whether the proposed schemes to break up parastatals would
mean Africanization of the cotton sector or its transfer from European to Asian hands
remains an issue. Many governments will object strongly and will opt instead for joint
European public sector partnersbips (p. 27, 3).
This lead to the following differences:
• High yield technology

Anglophone cáuntrieS; ·
• Low yield technology

• High Input

• Low input

Yield technology is indicating seed improvement. This yield technology needs intensive
research, which bas been provided for in francophone countries by the CFDT. High input
indicates the use of inputs, which are fertilizers, pesticides, and insecticides, as well as the use
of irrigation.
There are three factors ensuring the effectiveness of incentives to cultivate cotton in the
MADIA countries:
I. Those factors that bear directly on the profitability of cotton through their effect on price
factors.
2. Factors that have enhanced technological know-howand support to the cotton industry.
3. Factors that help improve marketing options.
By the first factor is meant:
• prompt payment and stability of prices received by the producers;
• timely delivery of inputs and their sale at predictabie price levels;
• and the ability to secure credit to purebase inputs.
The second factor is a set of technology-related institutional factors and includes:
• research and extension, and
• infrastructural complexity, especially the density of roads and buying posts in cottongrowing areas.
By the third factor the following is meant:
• The quality of upstream activities to ensure reliability of supply to ginneries and speedy
processing of the raw seed cotton.
In Cameroon and Senegal, cotton farmers are paid on time, have inputs delivered to
them on time, and benefit from credit and active research and extension, as well as fr.om input
subsidies. In those countries, the use of modem inputs is growing steadily. By contrast, before
recent structural reforms in Kenya, Tanzania, and Nigeria, not only were payments to farmers
delayed by six to nine months or more; improved seeds were distributed haphazardly, with
frequent complaints of late and unpredictable deliveries, insuflident quantities, and uneven or
degraded quality. Inputs such as sprayers and insecticides were frequently unavailable to
farmers in Kenya and Tanzania because cooperatives lacked enough working capital to buy
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and store appropriate stocks. These factors, along with the effect of continuous cultivation
without a proper fallow period, and aggravated by suboptimal use of fertilizers, have led to
soil exhaustion and to falling yields.
What lessons does MADIA draw from these two sets of experiences?
The main condusion is that, while ditTerences in macroeconomie and sectoral pricing
policies appear to have been critical, institutional factors have been fundamental in explaining
the sustained growth of ootton production in francophone countries. The CFDT approach has
led to the development and extension of technology and assured the availability of inputs,
marketing and processing facilities. In particular, it has ensured adequate financing of the
ootton sector, making possible, among other things, timely payments to farmers. lts high oost
of assistance could he brought down if the current diminution in numbers of resident
expatriate CFDT experts, as observed in Mali and Cöte d'Ivoire continues without a lossin
ootton productivity.
Formally, ootton production is a function ofyield and harvested area, which is shown
in the following function;
PD = CTYD * CTHA
CTYD = f(CTP, PF, W)
CTHA = f{CTP{-1), PCC(-1))
where PD = ootton production, CTYD = ootton yield per harvested hectare, CTHA =
number of hectares of ootton harvested, PCC = prices of competing crops, CTP = price of
ootton, PF = fertilizer price, and W = weather (p.35, 5).
The ditTerenee in yields between franoophone and anglophone oountries were
reviewed so far. Cotton production is however also a result of harvested area. The CFDT has
also brought extension to francophone oountries by its presence. There is another important
factor influencing acreage, which is population pressure.
In the formula presented here population pressure will indirectly influence the number
of hectares of ootton harvested, through prices of oompeting crops. Population pressure is a
factor which is becoming more and more important in its influence on acreage. More land is
needed to harvest food crops to feed population. Population pressure on the land, especially in
anglophone oountries, has reduced fallow periods - teading to a decline in soil fertility and
yields, while at the same time increasing demand for food has made food crops increasingly
attractive. More population also lead to an increase in life-stock. the life-stock needed more
land to graze, which on its turn also leadtoa decline in land available for ootton cultivation
(p3,1).
To ensure the functioning ofthe formula first the three factors on page 15 have to he
fulfilled. Without a proper functioning of the institutions the formula will not work. For
example, when prices of fertilizer are set at a low rate, farmers would he inclined to use
fertilizer, ifhowever fertilizer is not available or doesn't oome before the end ofthe ootton
harvesting area buying fertilizer is useless. This also goes for the ootton prices. When the
system of payment to farmers is not appropriate, late or not at all, price-incentives are useless·.
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In Tanzania higher yields in the last years can be attributable to expansion of new
areas and on account of favorable weather. The total production of Tanzania, as compared to
world production, stays relatively marginal~ only 0.27% ofthe worlds' cotton production is
produced by Tanzania (see table 2.2b on page 15).

2.4 Conclusions
Cotton is a raw material which can be used to produce a wide range of products. The
main product is lint, what is a raw material in textile industry. All the other products are socalled by-products. There are no wastes in the production of ootton products. The main
possible improvement according to the World Bank, is to increase the profitability of ootton
and its by-products for growers. This by better exploiting the value of cottonseed as a souree
of oil and protein.
Cotton prices on the worldmarket can be expected to stay at about the same level.
Production will rise, but some countries will have to reduce their efforts in ootton growing,
because of population pressure. This leads to the use of land for food crops. Also a rise in
consumption can be expected. This will however not lead to a rise in cotton prices.
To reduce the effects of population pressure ootton growing countries could use ootton
seeds as human food. For this purpose the ootton seeds have to be properly processed.
Between anglophone and francophone Mrican ootton growing countries there are
quite large differences. In tigure 2.3 the factors influencing ootton production can be found.
Figure 2.3: Factors influencing cotton production.
Cotton species and
environmental conditions

Prices of competing crops and
cotton rice

~~

Cotton production

Prices of inputs, numbers of
hectares of cotton harvested,
and weather

Institutional factors

The difference between anglophone and francophone countries is characterized by the
large differences in yield. Francophone countries have a yield in kg per Ha of ootton that is
higher than in anglophone countries. This is due to the differences in input and yield
technology. In francophone countries high yield technology is used, against low yield
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technology in anglophone countries. In anglophone countries cotton growing is further
characterized by low inputs, against high inputs in francophone countries.
The ditTerences in yield technology are caused by the higher efforts in research in
francophone countries. This leads to improved seeds, with which higher yields can be
obtained. The ditTerences in input are caused by other factors. These factors are described on
page 15.
Why the two sets of countries are so different in the way the institutions work could
be explained by the presence ofthe CFDT. This is a French institute that supports
francophone African countries in their cotton cultivation. The British equivalent, CRC, has
disappeared in the anglophone countries a long time ago, and no proper reptacement has been
found so far.
It can be concluded that yields in anglophone African countries should be higher than
the current level at which they are now. This could be achieved by changing the way in which
the institutions work. The result should be research after improved seeds, and adequate
funding to provide: stability of prices and prompt payments, timely delivery of inputs at
predictabie price levels, credit to purchase inputs, improved research and infrastructure, and
improvement of the quality of upstream activities.
The international constraints can have a important influence on national policies.
World production and consumption will not rise extremely, compared toeach other, so prices
will stay at about the same level. Yields in anglophone Africa are at a low level when
compared to francophone African countries. For the Tanzanian govemment it should be an
incentive to obtain yields as high as in francophone countries.
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Chapter Three: Problemidentification of the Tanzanian cotton sector
on macro-Ievel
In thiS Çbaptel" ä prQ1Jlenn9enti:ficatiotfwiltbe inad~ of the Tanzanian cattonsector on
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3.1 Introduetion
Before descrihing the problems in the Tanzanian ootton sector on macro-level, a
short description will be made of the sector. The ootton sector is for a number of
reasons important to Tanzania and the Tanzanian government.
When assessing the importance of the sector to the government, one has to think
about the first elections since independenee ooming up. A lot of potential voters can
be found in the regions. When all these people are remunerated well for their share in
the processing and cultivation of the ootton erop they may be inclined to vote for the
CCM. Since the 60' s Tanzania has been a one-party state. This one-party is the CCM.
CCM was not obliged to be attentive to potential voters, since there were no elections.
The sector is important for the next reasons:
• Employment. The erop is the economie backbone of more than 9 million people or
40% ofTanzania's population (22.5 millions habitants in 1988, ref.: p.19, 31)
depend on it directly or indirectly as a souree of their living. The textile industry,
which in 1988 employed about 35,000 people, depends on ootton production.
Further about 80% of oilseeds crushed for oil in Tanzania are ootton seeds (a byproduct ofthe erop). (Source: Agricultural Sector Memorandum, 1993)
• Financial. Cotton is the most important cash erop for Tanzania (see tigure 3.3 on
page 23). Since ooffee prices have fallen drastically, from 3.14 US$/kg in 1970 to
1.35 US $/kg in 1990, and ootton production has risen, ootton is the tirst
agricultural export oommodity.
• Politica/. All the actors in the ootton sector are potential voters for the CCM,
which party is currently ruling Tanzania.
In the above mentioned reasons the economical impact of the by-products is not
mentioned. Th ere are no statistics available of the eoonomical importance of the byproducts. So goes fortheuse ofthe foods (see tigure 2.1a on page 8) that is being
used as lifestock feed.
Cotton is Tanzania's largest agricultural export oommodity. Coffee prices have
fallen, and ootton has passed ooffee as cash erop. Despite this Tanzania takes only
0.27% in the period 1988/90 ofthe world ootton market (see table 2.2b on page 15).
Cotton oould beoome even more important when yields per Ha would increase, and
oome toa level of other (franoophone) Mrican oountries.
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Important for the sector has been the involvement of the Dutch Assistance
Programme (DAP), the World Bank and International Monetary Fund (IMF).
The Netherlands assistance program to the sector was, at the beginning,
conceived of as a short-term operation to bridge the gap before a large scale
investment program (by World Bank and IMF) could be launched (p. 79, 15). The
sector needed to be rehabilitated necessarily, at the beginning ofthe 1980s. There
were problems with transportation, ginning operations, and above all at institutional
level. At that time the sector threatened to disappear.
It was expected that the major macro-economie policy issues (such as for
instanee exchange rates) under discussion with the World Bank and the IMF would be
resolved in the near future. However, issues of macro-economie adjustment centered
on exchange rate adjustment, and restoration of pubtic finances. While the latter
process, at best, would take many years to achieve results; the issue of the exchange
rate policy also proved very sticky.

Moreover, the World Bank had also direct knowledge about the ootton sector in
WCGA through it' s involvement in the Geita Cotton Project, which was encountering
many problems, thus further reducing the likelibood that the World Bank, intheshort
run, would be ready to start a ootton sector rehabilitation investment project. In fact,
the Geita Project, together with five other major rural development projects started in
the mid-1970s in various regions in Tanzania, were all judged to have been largely a
faiture by the World Bank's Operations Evaluation Department in 1984.
It could, therefore, not realistically be expected that the World Bank would go
ahead with a ootton rehabilitation program before substantive agreement would have
been reached fi.rst on the major issues in the economie policy dialogue and the
conditionality for IMF stand-by agreements, so as not to undercut its leverage in that
policy dialogue.

The Netherlands govemment deliberately choose not to wait with its own ootton
sector assistance program for the following reasons:
• The risks for the sector detoriating further, from 300,000 to only 200,000 balesin
two years, were judged to be too great;
• Postponing the Netherlands project would not likely speed up agreement between
World Bank and IMF demands that Tanzania changed socio-economie policies,
while increasing the risk that an important sector for Tanzania would be lost,
possibly for good;
• Submission of a financial request for an emergency program for the ootton sector
could be seen as a sign that Tanzania was prepared to attach higher priority to the
agricultural sector, on which the Netherlands, following the World Bank, had been
insisting; to reject such a request beforehand would not have been well understood
by Tanzania.
The main project activities have been in support of:
• ootton ginning operations, through supply of spare parts, minor capital equipment,
and teehoical assistance for installation and maintenance;
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• support for the construction of three ginneries, only one of which has been built so
far (namely the ginnery at Manawa)~
• transport, through supply of trucks, truck spares, and technical assistance for truck
maintenance and garage operations~
• transport operations, through technical assistance for the design and operation of a
transport planning logistical system for ootton related transport~
• training of counterpart staff in the maintenance and operation of the management
systems associated with the above operations~
• support for a range of planning oriented studies for the future of the ootton sector,
including overall project management.
Although the DAP was quite successful - production more than doubled
between 1986 and 1987 - the aid program has been hampered by many problems, and
objectives, if even put, were not reached. First important problem hampering the
DAP was improvement in the financial relations in the various segments of the sector,
as well as the organization of the sector. Also in advance, project risks and issues
were not, or not satisfactory, analyzed. There was considerable pressure to approve
the project. This resulted in a project that lasted longer then the first intended short
term 'emergency-character' suggested.
Currently investment and organization in the sector is free. There is no direct
government, or donor, interference. These changes have been forced by the World
bank and the IMF. Free enterprise in the sector has only recently been introduced.

3.2 Place of the cottonsector within the Tanzanian economy
The Tanzanian economy has developed considerably. This has notlead to an
equal development in income per capita. The growth in GDP had to be devided by
more people. In figure 3.1 the GDP at factor costs.
Figure 3.1: Gross Dornestic Product at Factor Cost (f.c.), 1985-1992.
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Source: p. 57, Table F.1, 31.
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In 1988 the population growth was 2.8%. When population grows at this rate it
will be doubled in about 25 years. The result of this growth is that if GDP per head
should stay constant, also GDP should double in the same number of years. In figure
3 .2, the percentual growth rate of GDP and GDP per head.
Figure 3.2: Percentual Growth of GDP at f.c. and Growth of GDP at f.c. per Capita,
1985-1992.
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In the figure can be seen the disadvantage of the rapid increase in population.
The growth in GDP at f.c. is higher than the growth of GDP at f.c. per capita, since
the population growth means the GDP has to be shared by more people.
Cotton is one of th~ major export products of Tanzania. Cotton is an important
foreign exchange earner (see tigure 3.3). Further it is important for employment.
Fortypercent ofTanzania's population is dependent on cotton.
Figure 3.3: Major Agricultural Export Commodities of Tanzania, 1986-1992.
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In figure 3.3, on the previous page, can beseen that ootton has risen in
importance in the last 6 years. This is also due to the decline in importance of coffee
as an export commodity. This decline in ootfee export eamings are due to the decline
in coffee prices. Also ootton prices have declined the last years, but the volume in
ootton exports have risen. The increase in volume was caused by the increase in
ootton erop. The weather conditions were favorable for ootton cultivation.
Figure 3.4: Production ofCotton Seeds (in tonnes), 1984/85-1992/93.
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The production of ootton seeds have been fluctuating the last years (see figure
3.4). This is explainable since ootton production is largely dependent on favorable
weather circumstances. There are, however, considerable ditTerences between these
figures from different institutions (World Bank, Govemment, Regionat Cooperative
Unions, and TCMB). Cooperative unions provide different figures (of seed ootton
purchases), than are provided by others. Thus it is possible that figures used further
on in this report are different from the figures in these tab les.
There seems to be no relation between the production of seed ootton and the
exports of lint, from the figures 3. 3 and 3.4. The reason for this is that ootton erop is
not ginned immediately, and stocks are carried over to the next season. Other reason
can be that lint is stocked, and sold later. Further seed ootton is sometimes not ginned
at all, when quality is too poor, or when quality has beoome too poor because of too
long storage (by for instanee diseases like Fusarium Wilt).

3.3 Government policies
The agricultural sector is the most important sector and the backbone of th~
economy of Tanzania. It accountsforabout 50% ofthe GDP and 75% ofthe foreign
exchange earnings. More than 85% of the population depends on agriculture for their
livelihood. The sector is characterized by smallholders organized in some 8000
villages who contribute over 75% ofthe agricultural export eamings and about 80%
ofthe value ofthe marketed grains (p. 17, 1).
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Over the years agriculture in general has not perfonned well due to the
following factors:
• Repeated droughts and over-reliance on rain-fed agriculture;
• Bottlenecks in transporting food from surplus to deficit areas;
• Land degradation due to improper use;
• lnefficient supply and distribution of production inputs;
• Overgrazing as a result of overstocking;
• Poor pricing structure of fann product and late delivery as well as continuously
rising prices of fertilizer and other production inputs;
• Unnecessary institutional changes, especially affecting commodity parastatals,
marketing boards and the cooperative unions.
In June 1992 in an effort to sustain and increase agricultural production in the

country, the govemment broadened its reform programs to include comprehensive
restructuring programs in agricultural marketing, mainly liberating marketing
arrangements and reforming the functions of the cooperative unions and marketing
boards system. In this respect the private sector was allowed to compete cooperative
societies and unions in purchasing crops from farmers.
For instanee the recent (August 1993) liberation of traditional crops trade act is
expected to bring a significant improvement to the marketing of traditional export
crops. The private sector is now encouraged to participate in the marketing of inputs,
ootton products establishment and operation of ginning companies. The act also
scraped the laws making TCMB the sole exporting agent for cotton, allowing Unions
and private traders to market their products directly. This govemment measure is
aimed at introducing competition in order to improve efficiency in processing of
ootton and marketing. With a hope that this williessen the constraints to the sector,
thereby enabling the fanner to get quality services (i.e. erop purchase, distribution of
inputs), combined with the prevailing macro-economie adjustments, will stimulate a
substantial positive change in the agricultural sector.
During the past 20 years the govemment implemented several macroeconomical policies which were aimed at improving agricultural production and at
the same time seeking to improve the welfare of the general pub lic. However, in
implementation of these poli eies, the ootton sector has been adversely affected. This
occurred through the following policies:
• villagisation, and
• erop sector policy reforms.
These policies will be reviewed in the next paragraphs.

3.3.1 Villagisation
Villagisation is not an proper english word. The term is taken from a Tanzanian
rapport, Actually it could be interpreted as forced-urbanization, but since it is taken
from that rapport the term is left.
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In the bid to enhance the Ujamaa policy, especially in rural areas, between
1974-1976 the government launched a collectivization program which involved
moving people from remote areas and placing them in designated villages for easy
provision of services such as transport (roads), health services, schools and others.
This program disrupted the existing farming system e.g. the rapid increase in
population in the village settlements caused rapid land degradation due to intensive
land use for cropping, livestock and dornestic firewood supply. This was especially
severe in WCGA as area under ootton cultivation per household was reduced to
between 0.5-1 acres per family unit whereas before in the sparse settiement pattem
accessibility to land in general and farms in particular was never a problem.

3.3.2 Crop sector policy reforms
Policy reforms implemented since 1984 as part of the government' s recovery
efforts have helped resuscitate agricultural production. The main features of the
agricultural reform program that affected the ootton sector include the following:
1. The Relaxation ofGovernment Control on the Marketing ofFood Grains.
This policy was adopted in 1984. It aimed at improving food security and selfsufficiency. Thus the marketing and movement offood crops was decontrolled. This
improved outiets for maize, rice, and other cereals, coupled with the delayed rains in
the 1988/89 drop year, resulted in a significant shift out of ootton into rice
production. This could in part explain the 26% drop in ootton production and
doubling of rice in subsequent years. While the marketing of food grains was
decontrolled, marketing of ootton remained under Government controL
In the light of the above situation, rice has beoome a competing erop with

ootton in so far as resources and Iabour investment are concerned, especially in the
WCGA. For example, it was reported that farmer's preferenee is to produce paddy
since, on average, 40 bags are realized per ha. One bag of rice realizes about TShs
4,000 thus fetching about TShs 160,000 per ha, whereas the average yield of seed
ootton is 400 kg per ha, fetching about TShs 80 per kg. Thus revenue per ha is TShs
32,000. In comparison, rice revenueisabout 5 times that of cotton.
The marketing system of the two products are also different in that there is
almost a guaranteed market for paddy compared to cotton. This situation has
drastically reduced cotton' s ability to compete with paddy, especially in the food
plain areas of Mwanza and Shinyanga Regions where farmers have decided to
concentrate on the production of paddy instead of cotton.
2. The Exchange rate mechanism and export retention scheme.
Exchange rate policies, such as devaluation, can be an incentive or a
disincentive to agricultural production. It can either facilitate or hinder the payment
of better producer prices to farmers as well as promote or stifle export trade
performance.
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In Tanzania, the overvalued Tanzanian Shilling has acted as a disincentive in
ootton production. Thus ootton producer prices have been ftxed at a lower level
oompared to the real value of the erop.

By fixing an exchange rate which was far less its market value, the Government
has been taxing the ootton farmer by about 19% (1992 prices) by forcing them to
accept the price of the erop at a rate very much below what they should have received
in an open market Moreover, this situation was further aggravated by a
supplementary policy that allowed traders of the non-traditional export crops (e.g.
cardamon, sugar, grapes, flowers) to retain more than 50% ofthe export proceeds
which they sold at the open market while denying the same opportunity to producers
of traditional export crops, including cotton.

It was only recently (1993) that only 10% of extemal saleswas allowed to be
retained. The retention funds are to be utilized for maintenance and expansion of
ginning capacity. As a consequence to this policy, the unions were not in a sound
financial position to be able to maintain and improve the processing capacity of the
ginneries.
3. Interest Rate.
The nominal increases in the interest rate from between less than 100/o and 30%
effective since 1981 did not necessarily imply a positive realinterest rate, since
inflation had reached similar levels. This policy had an adverse impact on the unions
whose capital base was weak (see table 3.1). Many were obliged toseek short term
overdraft financing. These problems were escalated following slow and inefficient
ginning operation, particularly during the bumper harvest that occurred between
1986/87 and 1987/88.
Table 3.1: Cotton Cooperative Unions' Indebtedness to the Banksas at 31/12/92 (in Millions
ofTShs)

· ··uni':·:·~ö~:1l$·············
;•:•:• •· i· · · · · · ·
NCU
SHIRECU
MARACU
TABORACU
BlliARAMULO CU
SINGIDACU
BUHACU
Total

6,327.3
6,418.6
2,888.4
2,191.9
419.1

185.3
61.3

5,826.6
5,963.9
1,620.4

284.5

911.0
17.5
2,072.7
347.7

6,512.6
6,479.9
2,888.4
3,103.3
436.6
2,072.7
632.2

18,529.8

3,595.9

22,125.7

13,818.5

686.0
516.0
1,268.0
3,103.3
29.0
2,072.7
632.2

407.6

8,307.2

Source: TISCO, November, 1993, p. 84, 4.
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The reason why the Cooperative Unions came into debt was also due to
government. Every year the ootton prices were set by the government. Cotton acreage
is very sensitive to price setting. High price means high acreage. Because the
Government wanted to stimulate exports, for a number of years they have set the
price forseed ootton so high that the unions were almost unable to pay the farmers.
The unions had to borrow the money from the banks. After the ootton was ginned and
traded it became clear that the prices paid to the farmers were higher than the price of
lint on the world market, thus leaving the Cooperative Unions in debt !
Another reason for the debt-situation of the Cooperative Unions was caused by
the fact that the TCMB, at that time the sole, and only allowed, trader of lint, would
not pay until they themselves had sold the lint. At one time they carried over bales to
the next year, so payment was one year due, for which the Cooperative Unions had to
pay the interest.
In this way the unions accumulated enormous debts with the National Bank of

Commerce (NBC) and the Cooperative and Rural Development Bank (CRDB). This
has adversely affected the performance of the unions in terms of marketing
operations. The unions, being the owners of the ginneries have been faced with the
problem of failing to finance their rehabilitation and maintenance.
4. Input supply.
Prior to 1992, the Tanzania Fertilizer Company {TFC) was the sole importer,
producer, and distributor offertilizers. As of 1992, Tanzania Farmers' Association
and a private supplier imported a total of 65,000 tonnes. Fertilizer distribution was
deconfined by 1988/89 season in order to overcome problems associated with the
financial insolvency of many cooperative unions, eliminate normal simple
distribution channel, through TFC and private stockists for retail operation.
Agrochemieals were purchased through Tanzania Cotton Marketing Board.
From 1988/1989 TCMB have faced financial constraints, and have been unable to
sustain the importation of the chemicals. Though their marketing was liberalized,
efforts by private importers or unions to import sufficient requirements have been
slack.
Due to inefficiencies in the operations of the unions, inputs arrived late and less
in quantity at the societies and, in some cases, none was received. This has, on its
turn, affected the adoption level and utilization of inputs by the farmers.
On the other hand, in order to control the budget deficit, the Government has
reduced the subsidy on fertilizers which was made through the Tanzania Fertilizer
Company {TFC). The reduction in fertilizer subsidies of 53% in the past 3 years,-see
table 3.2 on the next page; will adversely affect the price to the farmer. Consequently,
farmers are likely to reduce use of this input, until the ootton prices increases
simultaneously (p.23, 1).
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1993/94
1994/95
Source: p. 23, 1.
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55%
40%
25%
0%

3.3.3 Research funding
The broad objective of the ootton research programme is to increase lint
production per unit area by developing varieties with the genetic potential to:
1. produce high yields;
2. improve production methods;
3. investigate pest and decease controL
A recent review of the research programmes of the Ministry of Agriculture has
observed that in the past six years the financial allocation to agricultural research and
ootton research in particular has been diminishing steadily as indicated in table 3.3.
Table 3.3: Financial Allocations to Cotton Research (in Millions ofTShs), 1987/881993/94.
....................

•. .• . ·. u1a ;aubvention1
1987/88
1988/89
1989/90
1990/91
1991192
1992/93
1993/94

3.5
6.6
8.7
12.0
10.0
18.9
8.9

10.0
12.2
24.0
27.8
30.9
35.6
34.5

Source: 1 Ministry of Agriculture Annual Budgetary Allocation to Directorate of
research
2 TCMB
From the table it could be concluded that financial allocations to ootton research
has been increasing substantially the last years. When related to the exchange rate, as
an index for the value of the TShs, between the TShs and US$ then the conclusion
would be that financial allocations are steadily declining, thus possibly causing _
shortages for ootton research institutes.
This lead to lack of field equipment and machinery, transport facilities and
laboratory supplies. On its turn this lead to a lack of incentives to the scientists and
supporting technica! staff.
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At Ukiriguru inadequate capital and recurrent funds have reduced the quality
and scope of ootton research, while the lack of transport has limited the capability of
the research agronomist and support technica! staff to carry out field experimentation.
In the WGCA (Western Cotton Growing Area) the number oflocations for
field/agronomie trails has been reduced from 42 to 28. This together with the nonfunctioning of the fibre technology laboratory due to lack of spare-parts, has caused
delay in the development and the issuing of new varieties.

3.3.4 Spares
The last government policy here described is the so-called second circular,
which prohibits the importation of spares.
This law was introduced during the DAP-period and put great strain on the
relations between the donor and donor-receiver. The aim of this law was to support
local spare-part manufacturers by taking away foreign competition on the spare
market.
The law is said, from govemment side, to be scraped. Officially, however, it
was never canceled. Although the law is indeed not put in practice, taxes, however,
on importation of spares amount 50%.
It influences the ootton-sector on micro-level.

3.4 Conclusions
Cotton is an important product in the Tanzanian economy and is the main
foreign exchange eamer. Besides its financial importance, 40% of Tanzania' s
population is involved in the ootton sector. This makes ootton also politically
important, especially because ofthe first elections since independenee coming up.
Government policies have been counterproductive to the ootton production, the
next policies were reviewed in this paragraph:
1. Villagisation; people living in remote areas were moved to village settlements,
which lead to land degradation, and a reduction in areabie land.
2. Relaxation ofgovernment control on the marketing ofJood grains; the govemment
control on marketing of food grains was sooner lifted than that on cotton. The
result of this was that food grains fetched higher prices than cotton, thus creating a
disincentive for the cultivation of cotton.
3. Exchange rate mechanism and export retention scheme; the government fixed the
exchange rate of the Tanzanian shilling too high, which resulted in a
undervaluation of export commodities, such as cotton. Further the govemment
allowed traders of non-traditional crops to retain a much higher percentage of their
sales than traders in traditional export crops, such as cotton, thus valuating ootton
lower.
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4. Interest rate; Cooperative Unions need to borrow money every year topurebase
seed cotton from farmers, while they receive their money for the sales of lint
months later. Because the interestrateis set at a high level the interest charges are
also high. The problem was aggrevated because government set seed ootton prices
too high, so Cooperative Unions were forced to buy their ootton too expensive,
thus creating a debt-situation for them.
5. Input supply; The TCMB and the RCU' s are facing financial constraints and are
not able to buy sufficient input supplies, such as fertilizer. Also the government, in
an attempt to control its budget deficit, decreased the subsidies to the sole fertilizer
company in Tanzania.
6. Research.funding, research is not adequately funded, and the amount of money
received by research institutes is diminishing, so less research is done.
7. Spares; spare-importation is highly taxedor even prohibited when there is local
capacity to manufacture the spares.
All these policies are too often constrasring with the factors that positively
influence ootton cultivation.
Table 3.4: Improvements/Problems ofthe Sector on Macro-Level
:Itl\piQyêt)l.ê~töbleJriï(
Time.: ·· Costs/Revenues
path
Villagisation

Relaxation
of govemment control on
marketing
Exchange
rate mechanism
Export retention
scheme

Interest
rate

Higher revenues through higher
production a 10% rise gives about 10
million US$ extra revenues against 5
million US$ extra costs (p.30, 12)
• Preedom of movement
When farmers cao settie where they
want they will settie there where they
cao get the most and the best land, so
higher acreage cao be obtained.
• Relaxation of government control has been
No considerable lower revenues.
on other agricultural products
done, but
than food grains.
takes some
time to have desired
effect
Is being changed under pressure of
For farmers (get about 50% oftotal
World Bank and IMF
price) this means 10% extra income.
This totals 4 million US$.
• Improve competitiveness
One
Change of retention percentage to the
between traditional and nonyear
samepercentagewilloost (50%traditional erops by brioging
10%)*80 million US$= 32 million
taxes down on, for instanee on
US$ (the author does not believe that
ootton exports.
there are no exceptions, like w.r.t.
Cargill)
• Retention of percentage and
Atleast When done fully covering (which is
funding for next years' erop.
5year
impossible, and neither desirable) one
years erop, when the years erop equals
• Extension.
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the one the year after, it should retain
50%. This means about 40 million
US$, revenues will be from not paying
interest but receiving it.
Funding, created by retention on At least About 30 to 50 US$ per ha are needed.
exports.
2 years This totals between 30* (350,000 ha) =
10.5 million US$ and 17.5 million US$
(p. 26, 12). Revenues can come from
interest, and from higher yields (1 0%
extra yield means about 5 million US$
extra revenue).
More competition in the sector.
1-5 year Introducing competition in the fertilizer-sector will probably lead to
better quality and timely delivery.
Costs should be expressed in the
absence of higher yields. Foreign
suppliers will however ask for direct or
advanced payments.
Also here a (research-)retention 1-5 year With proper use of inputs and
fund should be founded.
improved research yields should be at
Franco-African level, which is
threefold higher. This would mean up
to (3* 50%*80) = 120 million US$
extra revenue.
Only limited proteetion of local 1-3
When 50% on spare importation would
manufacturers and no banning of years
be missed this would mean more than 1
competition thus no incentives to
million US$ less govemment income.
obtain higher efficiency and
Revenues of Cooperative Unions
better quality
would be higher because they are
taxed, and probably the quality of
spares would improve.

All the figures given in the last column are approximated. They will tend to be
on the low side. For estimation also Agriculture Sector Memorandum from the World
Bank (p. 128) has been used.
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Chapter Four: Problemidentification of the Tanzanian cotton sector on
meso-level
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4.1 Introduetion
Not much information has been found on meso-level. Cooperative unions are not eager
to give much information on their business-activities. They have received a lot of criticism
from the Dutch Aid Programme and the World Bank. Further have they been dependent on
the Dutch Aid Programme for the spares for the ginneries, as well as bale presses and power
generators. The Dutch AidProgramme and the World Bank have proposed to dismantie the
current structure in which the Cooperative Unions own the ginneries and purebase and
transport cotton.
Seed cotton gives about 33% lint, 64% seeds, and 3% waste. This is dependent on the
gin-technology used. The largest part of lint-production is exported. The local consumption
of cotton lint by textile mills can be found in table 4.1.
Table 4.1: Local Consumption of Cotton Lint in Tanzania, 1984-1994.

Year ··r9s4:• 1985 ·····198ti: .. J987' ··::1988 <19.89:·· ··1990• 1991•···1992 1991 19941
Con2 16,867 14,146 11,603 11,049 12,043 8,343 11,997 9,037 9,885 9,929 9,638
1

forecasted
(in tonnes)
Source: p. 119, 1, TISCO
:

2:

As can be seen in the table the local consumption of lint from textile mills has declined,
about 57%, in the last decade. This declination is due to the poor choice of sites, thus causing
infrastructural problems, and poor management, characterized by permanent shortages or
lades of supplies, poor maintenance of machinery and services, poor training of operatives,
and carelessness ofproducts quality. Production has become very low as compared to
installed capacity (p.141-142, 13).
The cooperative unions process about 30,000 tonnes ofthe seeds which is respectively
about 50% and 30% of seeds available for emshing in 1990/91 and 1991/92. These figures
are according to the unions themselves (p.123, 1).
The part that is not locally cmshed is exported. A part from the seeds that are exported
also the cotton seedcake is exported. The cotton seedcake is a by-product of the process of
emshing the seeds for cotton seed-oil.
The oil-mills where the cotton seeds are crushed are property of the cooperative unions.
The quality is generally perceived as low (p. 124, 1). This probably caused by improper
storage methods. A solution to this could be changing the methods of crushing. The oil mills
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are of small scale types. These have a capacity of 50-70 kg per hour. There are several units
of these scattered over Tanzania.
In 1992 the oil consumption was estimated at 46,393 tonnes. Local production of oils
was only 18,193 tonnes in the same year. Cotton seed milling plants contribute over 80% of
the total edible oil production. Consumption of vegetab Ie oils in Tanzania is mainly
constrained by availability. At present the per capita consumption is extremely low at 1.8 kg,
compared with the recommended per capita minimum of 5 kg. Demand will rise in the near
future by the 2.8% increase in population.
Seeds that are not used for croshing or exports, are left over or used for planting (about
35%). When milled cotton seed gives about 13% seed-oil. In 1992 the total installed capacity
in tonnes ofseed was 426,400. From the 18,193 tonnes oflocal production, ofwhich 80%
comes from cotton seed, 14,544 tonnes comes from the processing of cotton seeds. This is a
capacity utilization of 26.24%. This is not an entirely correct tigure because the mills are also
used to mill other oilseeds. It may however be clear that, when the mills would be sufficiently
provided with cotton seeds, the installed capacity is far enough to provide population, now
and in the next future, with edible oil.
Other seeds with high oil content are groundnuts, copra, and sunflower. The yields from
processing groundnuts and sunflower is far higher than that of cotton seeds. From groundnuts
the yields are higher than 50%, and that for sunflower is 20%.
Cooperative unions are not processing other by-products. The by-products are sold or
left as waste. No figures are available.
Husks are burnt, to produce energy for oil mills, or used as animal food. Disadvantage
is that it is polluting when burnt. Oil cake is sold to oil expression industry. In Tanzania,
Rajani Industries Limited does secondary expression of oil. The oil cake needs proper
handling as quality is often poor, due to high temperatures and poor storage. The quality
factors are essential for obtaining a good price on the, local or foreign, market. Cotton linters,
depending on the ginning process employed, has 4-6% lint fibre (linters) which could be
recovered. The linters can be used for various upholstery activities like: making mattresses, or
making low grade yam. Upholstery cottage industry is emerging in the urban informal sector
in Tanzania (p. 129, 1). The other by-products are waste or are bumt.
Important for the management of the cooperative unions is the financial problems of the
cooperative unions are facing. The debt-figures can be found in table 3.1 in chapter 3 on page
27. Cooperative unions are often unable to pay for their inputs. These inputs are, for instance;
• spares and services for the ginneries,
• fertilizers, pesticides, and insecticides,
• diesel, and electricity,
• seed cotton,
• transportation of seed cotton.
These problems severely constrain the management of the cooperative unions, and it is
the question whether the unions are able to overcome the debts without third parties' help.
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The two most important cooperative unions are the Nyanza Cooperative Union (NCU),
and the Shinyanga Regionat Cooperative Union (SHIRECU). These unions are the most
important ones because the most important part of the ootton erop is harvested in these areas
(Shinyanga and Mwanza). From the 1992/93-crop 38.4% was bought in the Mwanza-region
by the NCU, and 43.7% was bought in the Shinyanga-region by the SIDRECU. Thus together
these two unions account for over 80% of the purebases of seed ootton erop.
The two unions also have the largest number of employees, and have almost half of the
number of ginneries. This can beseen in table 4.2.
Table 4.2: Total Manpower, and Number of Ginneries in Tanzania, in 1992/93-season.
:. NamëofV#~óii : N~'§~9f'Giritltfies ~tllllberófJ$InpiO"••,c~ua1~ab~1lf

NCU
SHIRECU
Others in WCGA
Morogoro
Others in ECGA
33

Total
Source: p. 91, 1.

Yees

(A.ppro~,r

560
350
100
90

3000
2000
1500
250
250

1876

7000

·

The reason that SHIRECU can process more seed cotton, according to these figures,
with less people than the NCU, is that in fact the SHIRECU has a larger backlog as compared
to the NCU. Although the SHIRECU has more backlog (27268 tons SIDRECU, against 7662
tons ofNCU), the SIDRECU has considerably less people employed than the NCU. Reason
for this may be that the NCU has more ginneries. The total number of ootton gins (or ginstands) are almost equal. The NCU has more saw-gins than the SHIRECU, but less rollergins. With their available gins the NCU, however, managed to gin more ootton than the
SHIRECU.
Table 4.3: DitTerences in Performance between SHIRECU and NCU, in 1992/93-season.
·Uriiori'sNatrie•• ·~·:· Çtóp PrifchijS~d· .Availaljle . i · ··:.:ijiCklog(in t6ns) : Litït~r~4~stion · :
· · .: (ip.tonsJ . . · · .· · .· · . •· ·Saw!R.Oller Gilt$
•. (i4.:JJal~}:· ·
SHIRECU
NCU
Source: p.86-94, 1.

123,017
108,008

27,268
7,662

124,677
201,917

The reason the output in bales in the 1992/93-season for the NCU is so much higher can
be due to the fact that the NCU has ginned part of the backlog they had from previou.§ years.
An important problem with regard to the ootton erop is that the cooperative unions are
not able to gin the erop, purchased from the farmers. Especially in the 1992/93-season the
backlog was considerable (19% against about 5.5% average of 4 seasons before). This was
due to the fluctuating performance of the ginneries.
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As one of the reasons for the difficult situation of the cooperative unions the
organization of the sector has been identified. This will be described in the next paragraph.

4.2 Organization
This paragraph describes the organization of the sector. Important for the organization
ofthe sectorisits history. This is also described bere.
The ginning industry is as old as the erop. The first ginnery introduced in Tanzania was
at Ukerewe in 1922 in the Western Cotton Growing Area (WCGA, which oomprises of
Mwanza, Mara and Shinyanga), and Nassa in 1926. Most ofthe ginneries available today
were installed in Tanzania between these years and 1950s.
The ootton gins were imported, second-hand, mostly from Uganda by Asian traders
who manned the industry then. A few were brought in by missionaries like that of Mandera in
the ECGA (Eastern Cotton Growing Area~ Morogoro, Arusha) and Ukerewe in the WCGA.
Management remained in private hands until the early 1950s. Thereafter, competing
forces from farmers' societies and, later, unions on the procurement and marketing of ootton
forced the private entrepreneurs to sell the ginneries to the societies/unions. By 1968, the
unions had bought almost all the ginneries and controlled the ginning and sale of cotton.
The changes in ownership of ginneries actually moved concomitantly with changes in
the marketing of cotton. Cotton was purchased directly from the farmers by traders/owners of
the ginneries up to the early 1950s. In an attempt to obtain higher prices farmers formed
cooperative societies which were to ensure that their erop was sold on a fair basis. These
societies eventually took over the workof purchasing ootton and grew in number. For each
ginnery catchment area (zone) the societies formed a union. These zonal unions were the
brain child of the establishment of the powerfut Victoria Federation of Cooperative Unions
(VFCU) which was formed in 1957. As an apex organization it brought together the zonal
unions in the WCGA. This union started building new ginneries and buying out those which
were privately owned.
Similarly, in the ECGA, although the ootton industry was not as strong as in the west,
unions were formed~ in fact much earlier in 1930s. These unions in the eastern areas were
however strongly tied to other crops, such as ootfee in Kilimanjaro and oilseeds in Coast and
Morogoro regions.
In 1972 these unions were dissolved and new ones formed on administrative regions.
According to 0. van Cranenburgh in 'The Wirlening Gyre', the VFCU became a too powerfut

organization, and was conceived as a threat to government by government. Thus the
organization was forced to dissolve.
This was the beginning of undue government interference in what was otherwise
spontaneously and economically sound farmers' unions.
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In 1976, unions were in turn dissolved and their activities handed over to newly
government-created erop authorities. Later in 1984 the unions were reintroduced. On the
other hand the handling of ootton exports was being undertaken by the gaverrunent up to the
end of the end of the first world war. Under British oolonial government lint exports in East
Africa were made through the Uganda Lint and Seed Marketing Board until1956. Thereafter
Tanganyika Lint and Seed Marketing Board was established and took over exports of lint up
to 1973. Following its dissalution in that year, a newly formed Tanzanian Cotton Authority
(TCA) took over the portfolio as one of its functions up to 1984. The authority was
restructured and renamed Tanzania Cotton Marketing Board, TCMB, and unions were
reintroduced as owners of the ginneries. TCMB continued to market both ootton and lint up to
1990.
Figure 4.1: Organization ofthe Cotton Sector in the 80's.
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In tigure 4.1, the organization ofthe sector in the 80's is presented. The farmers, who
own the primary societies, sell their ootton through the primary societies to the Regionat
Cooperative Unions. The prices were set by government. The unions transport the seed ootton
to the ginneries. The Regionat Cooperative Unions are the owners of the ginneries.
From the ginneries the lint goes to the TCMB. The lint was automatically owned by the
TCMB. This organization markets the lint, that is usually sold abroad. The seed goes to the
oil mills, owned by the unions, or go back to the farmers for planting the next erop.
The way in which the sector was organized gave rise to many problems. At first the
gaverrunent set the prices, but held no further responsibility when these prices were set too
high. In this way the RCU's got in financial problems. Farmers, transporters, and spare
manufacturers oould not be paid any more. Also rehabilitation of ginneries, as well as the
yearly overhaul oould hardly be financed. The situation undermined the institutional role of
theRCU's.
This problem was further aggravated by the fact that the TCMB only paid for the lint
when it was sold, and the revenues were received.
From 1990, however, lint ownership remained the property ofunions, but TCMB has
oontinued to be the marketing agent to date. This has recently (August 1993) changedas
marketing of ootton has been liberalized. TCMB, now changed to Lint and Seed Marketing
Board, LSMB, remains regulator on behalf of gaverrunent of both production and marketing
ofthe erop.
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Since 1993 it is also free to buy seed ootton from farmers for other parties than the
RCU's. Also ownership of ginneries is now free toother parties than the RCU's. Currently
the LSMB and Cargill are setting up new ginneries. Thus the relation between RCU' s and
Primary Societies are oot ob Iigatory any more, as well as the relation between the TCMB and
the RCU' s. Anyone can buy ootton from the Primary Societies and anyone can buy lint from
theRCU's.
In 1989 it was advised to the DAP by the Netherlands Economical Institute (NEl) to
restmeture the sector and create Ginning Companies (GICO's) (p. 19-21, 28). These GICO's
handled all operational activities of the unions. The unions have majority share holdings and
thus can determine overall poli eies in line with the wishes of the farmers through their
representation in the Board ofDirectors forthese companies.

In the first place, in view offinancial and start-up problems, the GICO's were to
confine themselves to:
• ginning of seed ootton for a ginning fee,
• milling of ootton seed, and
• marketing of ootton seed oil and cake produced by the GICO.
In a later stage ootton buying, delivery of seed ootton to the ginneries, the marketing of
lint and surplus seed, and delivery of the lint to local buyers and/or marketing agent LSMB
could be taken over by the GICO as well.

The test case for this setup is the Manawa Ginnery Company (MGC). The MGC has
been registered in December 1990. The Articles of Agreement stated that the NCU should
take 65% of the shares, LSMB 10%, and a private investor 25%. The NCU considers the
MGC as a pilot GICO and has nottaken initiatives to establish more GICO's. According to
the DAP it is unlikely that other RCU's would be willing to do so (p.119, 15).
An important element in the sequence of events was that the Netherlands apparently lost
faith in the capacity of the unions to efficiently run the ginneries, in view of the general debt
position of the unions and the manner in which the unions had effectively drained the
resources of PEL (Pamba Engineering Limited is the former general workshop ofthe TCA),
the main conduit for the DAP.
Minority private participation in a GICO is unattractive as the influence on management
can be ignored by the majority share bolders, and there is no capita! market where shares can
be traded. Operationally, MGC was to gin on a fee basis, to be negotiated with the majority
MGC owners, who retained the economie ownership of the ootton before and after ginning.
Where NCU is to operate to the benefit of farmers, and perhaps also to benefit other NCU
activities. The Union had no interest in teaving any margin above normative and sharply
calculated ginning fees in MGC, so that it is doubtful whether MGC could ever pay more than
a minimal dividend or even that.
Prospective private partners are therefore only interested in majority ownership. At best
a temporary minority holding might be acceptable in a strategie perspective, to gain a
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foothold in the sector should Tanzanian policy be liberalized further in the future, and
allowing majority control later.

4.3 Transportation
One of the other problems botbering the sector is transportation. Currently 40 of the
100 trucks of the Nyanza Cooperative Union are working. The other 60 are in garage or idle
(broken-down).
When the TCA was transformed into Regionat Cooperative Unions, their truck fleet
was in desperate need of rehabilitation. Since the ootton production is seasonal the Unions
relied on their truck fleet, and when necessary, rented additional trucks to meet their transport
requirements.
The Dutch aid program proposed to buy 50 trucks, provided Tanzania would buy
another 50 trucks. The Tanzanian government accepted this proposition and 100 DAF trucks
were bought. These 100 DAF 1600 trucks however were bought against the advice of DAF
that at one time had suggested a different model. The 8 tons capacity trucks would seem to be
seem to be too small to carry bulky seed cotton. When vehicles of this size are loaded too
high it will cause the vehicle to sway and this distorts the chassis and damages the springs.
Apparently a larger DAF model was offered, but this was much more expensive and also it
may have had difficulty to negotiate poor roads to outlying villages.
In 1987 an Emergency Program was approved under the Dutch Aid Program to cope

with the sharp increase in ootton production, and 15 additional trucks were supplied. This
time DAF trucks made in Zimbabwe were purchased for quick delivery. According to the
garage management adviser, these 10-tons AVM trucks spend considerably more time in the
garage under repair than the DAF1600-model. Moreover, spareparts arenotcompatible
between the two types of vehicles.
During the Dutch Aid Program considerable attention was given to the truck maintenance. In 1986 it was reported that the technica} service level ofthe Central Workshop
Garage, charged with the maintenance of the trucks for the unions, was considered to be
good. There was a well-trained Tanzanian DAF-specialist and a Dutch chiefmechanic. But
work organization in the garage was identified as a major problem, with low Iabour
productivity, poor work motivation and excessive overhead costs (p.1 00, 15).
Later, in 1990-1991, it was reported that the general maintenance level had not
improved but detoriated, due to insufficient supplies of spares or tools, and to the apparent
incapacity within the unions to enforce a proper execution of routine maintenance (p. 102,
15).
In the meantime no transport management system has been introduced, to assess transport managers and drivers' performance, as well as a kilometers-dependent maintenance system. Effective control could be improved by the installation of hubodo-meters - kilometer
reading devices to be inserted in the axle -, which reduces easy tampering as with
conventional trip recording devices. Resistance totheir installation is strong. In 1992, the
drivers did still not show up in the garage to have the system installed.
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The average distance from the ginneries to the buying postsis 44 km. The feeder roads
which conneet the primary societies to the district, regional, and tronk roads are not
maintained and in some areas they have ceased to exist. Responsibility for their maintenance
is with local councils. A levy of 15 TShs/kg of lint is paid to them. The levy in most councils
is used for other activities than road maintenance. In certain cases the levy is however paid
late or not paid by the Cooperative Unions (p. 85, 1).
It would be more effective if farmers were encouraged to deliver their erop directly at
the ginneries if they are near. Farmers could be paid more to deliver directly.

4.4 Similarities and düferences between the NCU and the SHIRECU
The way, in which the ginneries are organized are equal for the ECGA and the WCGA.
Also the technology applied is equal. The type of gin most commonly used is the Middleton
Double Roller Gin (MDRG), of which some 700 are installed. The NCU and SHIRECU have
440 roller gin-stands, which represents about 63% of the total number of roller gins.
The reason why is chosen for the MDRG, Middleton Double Roller Gin, is that there
are, in Tanzania, only three ginneries with saw ginning technology. There are two ginneries
in the Mwanza-area. One with slow saw ginning technology, at Manawa, built in 1990, and
one with fast saw ginning technology, at Nyambiti, built in 1974. They represent only small
part ofthe ginning capacity.
The ginneries in the other areas than the WCGA are in a poor state (except for Mbeya
and Same). They are older than the ginneries in the WCGA, and they did notbenefit the same
way from the DAP as the ginneries in the WCGA. Also they are smaller in size, referring to
the number of gin-stands (p. 106, 1).
The spare parts, that are manufactured in Tanzania, are produced by in general 3
manufacturers. Spares that can be manufactured locally are prohibited to be imported. So
spares used for maintenance for the MDRG are equal throughout Tanzania. The spare part
manufacturers are based in Mwanza (PEL, DMI, and Nyanza Foundry).
The way the ginneries are organized is simple: there is no accountancy, no marketing,
no purchasing. The factories consists of gins, that are operated and maintained. Management
bas to plan the inputs~ energy (fuel from generators, or electricity from TANESCO), bas to
plan the packing-material and spares needed, and casuallabour. Spares and seed ootton is
provided by the Cooperative Unions. So what is done at the ginneries is operation,
maintenance, and planning. When the ginning-season is over the machines are overhauled for
maintenance to bring them in a good state for the new ginning season. During the ginningseason, after the erop is harvested, they have to work continuous. The flow-production is
done in 3 shifts a day, during 6 days a week. The last day, usually a Sunday, is used for
maintenance. Further there are mini-overhauls during the ginning-season for maintenance.
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Between the NCU and SIDRECU there are the following differences/similarities:
1.. The NCU obtains a higher production from the roller-gins than the SIDRECU.
2. The SHIRECU-ginneries have a higher percentage gins working over gins planned than
theNCU.
3. The SHIRECU-ginneries have a higher percentage of shifts worked over shifts potential
than the NCU.
4. The SHIRECU purebases on average as much seed ootton as the NCU.
5. The SHIRECU produces on average as much balesof lint as the NCU.
6. The SHIRECU produces as much bales of ootton· from the seed ootton it purebases as the
NCU.
These differences/similarities are descri bed, in more detail, in annex 5.
The ditTerenee between production of a roller-gin may be explained by the quality of
seed ootton, the humidity ofthe ootton, or the way the gins are operated (see paragraph 5.2).
It is unclear how high the percentage of gins is in oomparison with the number of gins
installed. When a high percentage is obtained this may mean that the planning should be
adapted, or that the performance is indeed very well, and the performance of the SIDRECU is
indeed better, on this subject, than the NCU. The ginneries owned by the NCU are smaller in
size than the ginneries owned by the SlllRECU. The 5 ginneries of the SlllRECU have 222
roller gins. The 8 ginneries ofthe NCU have 218 roller gins. The lower capacity per ginnery
of the NCU will probably cause inefficiencies. Acoording to the NEl (Netherlands
Eoonomical Institute), the capacity of a ginnery should beat least 12,000 baJes per year (p.
106, 1). When this criterion would be applied then two ginneries of the NCU should be closed
down, oompared with none of the SHIRECU.
With regard to the shifts worked over shifts potential bere the same can be stated as was
on the last item. The NCU bas a few eoonomically not viabie ginneries that will probably
lower the overall-percentage of the NCU. There are no figures available of separate ginneries,
so no more adequate analysis can be made.
The last three items give no ditTerences between the SHIRECU and the NCU, so the
two Cooperative Unions can be oomparedon that respect.
However, with all the reserves made before about the lower capacities of the ginneries
of the NCU, the SHIRECU is performing better than the NCU on the seoond and third item.
A part from the production per gin, the two Cooperative Unions are similar in their
performance on the last three items.
As the ditTerences are made under all reserves, it would not be appropriate to make too
many oonclusions on basis of the data. No aspects can be described that probably cause these
differences. What oould be ooncluded bere is that management of the SIDRECU is probably
better than the management ofthe NCU. This is oonfirmed by the DAP (p. 122, 15).
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Table 4.4: Future Ginning Demand (in Bales).

;:: J994

· ·.·.· · 200:1

Mwanza
165,220
217,380
Shinyanga
Source: p. 110, I

323,988
430,937

Regióri : : ·

In table 4.4 the future ginning demand is given. How exactly this demand is calculated

is unclear. If the seed ootton erop harvest would be increasing, it should be feasible to double
the ginning demand indeed. When assessing the capacity of the two Cooperative Unions, the
most reliable assessment is that for actual capacity the proven capacity will be taken. For the
period 1987/88-1992/93 the highest proven capacity ofthe NCU is 177,107 bales, and ofthe
SHIRECU 196,821. This means that for the NCU an extra capacity of 146,881 bales, and for
the SHIRECU an extra capacity of 234,116 bales a year, is necessary! This is the capacity of
8 ginneries, like that in Manawa, which is only 4 years old.

4.5 Conclusions
The Tanzanian ootton sector provides the local textile industry with raw material, ootton
lint. Besides that the ootton sector also provides the population with vegetable oil through
ootton seeds. The demand for vegetable oil will rise in the future, as consumption is too low
and population will rise.
The by-products are property of the Cooperative unions, and are mainly processed by
the Cooperative unions. The use ofby-products can be improved by use of better (more
efficient) technologies (that give better quality).
The capital base of the Cooperative unions is weak. Suppliers, like spare part
manufacturers, are often not paid. It is not likely that the Unions will overcome these
problems all by themselves.
The start-up of GICO' s seems the most viabie idea. Cooperative unions should confine
themselves to mere coordination of seed and lint cotton.
Although it is not clear to what extent unions are attributable for the financial situation
there are in, and so not much can be said about poor management. The following can be
concluded;
• It is the unions task to provide farmers with inputs, like pesticides, fertilizers and
insecticides, which is often not done.
• When buying seed cotton, farmers are not promptly paid or not paid at all, which is a
disincentive for ootton cultivation.
• Cotton of different qualities are mixed so the result is that all this ootton is of poor quality.
• Transport is a problem, although the poor infrastructural circumstances attribute tQ this
too.
• In ginning very low efficiency is obtained.
Thus Cooperative unions are in all their core activities failing. This is for a large part due to
the financial situation, but more should be done to improve.
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Between the SHIRECU and the NCU there are a few differences, that indicate that the
management ofthe SHIRECU is better than that ofthe NCU. They have a higher average
percentage of gins woricing over gins planned, and a higher average percentage of shifts
worked over shifts potential. The average actual production in bales per gin per shift is higher
for the NCU than for the SHIRECU.
The ditierences could be explained by the quality of seed cotton, that is lower for the
SHIRECU, with regard to the lower average actual production. The ditierences in shifts
worked over shifts potential, and gins woricing over gins planned, could be explained by the
presence of a few inefficient ginneries, owned by the NCU.
Suggestions for improvements can be found in table 4.5.
Table 4.5: Improvements/Problems ofthe Sector on Meso-Level.

]Jhpic)vemenf$/Pröblems,

'I'ime;: . . .

CQ~ts/Revenues ·

path•'··
Transport

Timely
Payments

Provision
of inputs
Organization

•

Contract out

direct
• Let ootton be brought to the
ginneries by the farmers
themselves, so there is less risk of
losing, or damaging, ootton
Creating
budgets/funds by
direct
•
reserving revenues for next years
crops purchasing

no direct costs, but even
revenues from interest on
capita!, and no charge for
interest on loans every year

as the solution for timely payments

•

Introduetion of free enterprise

• Putting-up GICO's
Insufficient ginnmg capacity

no maintenance necessary, no
investment in trucks, no
operational costs, ditTerenee
paid to transporters
no difference, since ditTerenee is
paid to the farmers

•

Increasing scale, and close down
of inefficient ginneries

already
done

2-3
years
2-3
years

There is a risk of losing
revenues to foreign investors,
but it can be a incentive to the
RCU' s to beoome more efficient
GICO's will gin for RCU's or
others, like farmers, for a fee
The policies to increase capacity
are described in the next
chapter.

The costs of each of the suggestions are not easy to assess. Especially since thefe is no
information about the costs ofthe activities separately, like transport, ofthe RCU's.
Putting-up GICO's is also a suggestion ofwhich it is difficult to assess its costs. The
construction of a saw ginnery costs 8 million of US$ and the construction of a roller ginnery
11.4 million of US$ (p. 110, 15). When an existing ginnery is rehabilitated the costs may be
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less. The costs ofmaehinery are 1.9 million of US$ for 4 sawgins and 2.4 million ofUS$ for
40 roller gins.
Free enterprise is already introdueed to the sector, and Cargill is now building its own
plant, from where it ean purebase direetly from farmers and export tbe lint without
government interferenee. Also the LSMB purebases seed ootton directly from farmers, wbieb
is ginned in Zimbabwe for a fee, tbat is bighly competitive, aecording to Mr. Shindika
(General Manager LSMB).
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Chapter Five: Problemidentification of the Tanzanian cottonsector on
micro-level
• • 'Î'lli$ êftäptêrmlî de~ \Yitfi th~ Tä.hzanian.•êo~nsector oh .tl1i'cro-level. In the
figure •l.'lJt is pr~~e~tea::~ t~hn?logy~ •. fPld willdescribe :the.problems with
aJ!fóur TJ~i~ ÇPJl11>9ri~1Jts; :l'eç1uló~e1 l{uman\V~re, Infçrware, and Orgawate. · . ,..., '·<
•.. ,.,·,·. ....,....
.,. .
..• ,
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5.1 Introduetion
This chapter describes the problems within the ootton-sector on a micro-level, which is
on the level of the Cooperative Unions and the ginneries, which are owned by the
Cooperative Unions.
As can be found in figure 4.1, on page 37, the Regional Cooperative Unions are still the
owners of the ginneries. Although the organization of the sector has changed, ownership of
the ginneries has basically staid the same.
The information used for this chapter oornes from the NCU, Nyanza Cooperative
Union. The data from the ginneries ofNgasamo, and Magu. Further, data was obtained from
the Manawa-ginnery. The NCU is together with the SHIRECU, Shinyanga Cooperative
Union, the largest oooperative union in Tanzania, and together they process about 80% of
the total cotton erop.
The reason for choosing the Magu-, and Ngasamo-ginnery is that these two ginneries
are the most efficient of the NCU, and the problems they have, ginneries with a lower
efficiency also probably have.
The figures found on the performance of the Ngasamo-ginnery, owned by the NCU, on
the two items for which the SHIRECU, oompared with the NCU, performed better, are not
lower than that of the average percentages of the SlllRECU. Especially since here is assumed
that all the gins installed should be working, and all the shifts that can be run are potential. In
annex 5 it is described that the Ngasamo-ginnery is not performing less than, on average, the
ginneries owned by the SlllRECU.
For the reason that the Ngasamo-ginnery is indeed one ofthe most efficient ofthe NCU
and not less well performing than the average SlllRECU ginnery, and that the organization as
well as the circumstances under which it has to perform are equal, the case-study is
generalized for the SlllRECU, and the NCU. Problems found for the Magu-ginnery and the
Ngasamo-ginnery are probably general for Tanzanian ginneries. Reason to take the Maguand Ngasamo-ginnery and not one in the ECGA is that the state of ginneries in the ECGA is
poorer than ginneries in the WCGA. Further is their number of gin-stands lower, and in the
WCGA 90% of the ootton erop is harvested.
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5.2 Technoware
Technoware, the object-embodied form oftechnology, are production tools and
facilities. It includes all physical facilities necessary for the transformation operation, such as
instruments, equipment, machinery, devices, structures, and factories.

5.2.1 Spare part manufacturing in Tanzania
The partsneerled for the roller gins represent about 75 percent ofthe total expenditure
on spareparts for the ginneries. Inthelast years (up to 1989) local production of spareparts
for the Middleton Double Roller gin (MDRG) had increased to about 20-25% of the total
requirements (p.1, 14). This has increased, in 1993/94, to 60%, acoording to :MEID A (Metal
Industries Development Association). This organization was assigned in September 1988 by
the Tanzanian authorities to coordinate the process of import substitution. This in the light of
the actively enhancing import substitution of the ginning spare parts by the Tanzanian
authorities.
During the 1980s major changes have taken place in the ootton ginning machinery
industry. The known sourees ofsupply for the standard Middleton Double Roller gin spares
were Platt in the UK and Nip ha Gin Cooperation in India. Platt's were the manufacturer of
the MDRG and therefore the parts they supplied would fit their machines and were of good
quality. The problem was that their prices were extremely high.
Nipha prices were lower, but quality and tolerances to which the parts were made very
often caused problems when fitted in the gins, leading to accelerated wear and tear (p. 102,
15).
In order to try to reduce the costs of spare parts to Tanzania, Samson Engineering of
Chester, UK, managed to obtain through the then Netherlands program ooordinator a new
MDRG on loan, so that drawings oould be made of all parts and those parts oould then be
manufactured at lower oost in the UK.
The actions resulted in gin spares being produced in both the Netherlands and the UK,
with Samson usually being the cheaper supplier.
The drawings are now in Tanzania with :MEIDA. Local spare manufacturers all have
access to these drawings through MEIDA.
In the "Appraisal on gin spares production capacity in Tanzania" -study five possible,
Tanzanian, gin spare parts manufacturers were identified. Of the 5 manufacturers identified
by the NEl, nowadays, only three are producing spares for the MDRG. These firms are
Pamba engineering LTD (PEL), DM Investment Group LTD, and Nyanza Engineering and
Foundry Co. LTD, and are all based in Mwanza. The spares, ordered by the Cooperative
Unions, are mostly ordered by these three firms. Spares that cannot be produced locally are
ordered in England and India. In general it can be said that the spares provided by the unionswarehouses to the ginneries are of equal quality.
In 1989 a government decision was taken to forbid the importation of gin spares, as it
was thought that all requirements oould be locally made. This was an ill-oonsidered decision
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(p. 103, 15}. Though there are several engineering firms, such as Rajani Industries in Dar es

Salaam, capable to produce a range of ginnery spares, but few of the local machine shops are
equipped for batch production, and most have no quality inspeetion unit to assess quality
standards and tolerances.
The government decision was however never taken back. lmportation of spares, that
can be locally produced, is still officially forbidden, but unofficially it is tolerated. Local
machine shops do import semi-finished spares, that are finished in Tanzania. Together a lot
less than 60% is thus made locally.
Spares for saw ginneries are usually bought abroad in the USA, and are manufactured
by old well-established firms of Lummus and Continental, but also by relative newoomers
Carl August Picard in Germany and select parts also by Samson Engineering and Levantex in
England. Ordering spares with these firms lead to long delivery times, since the spares are
only delivered after payment. Delivery times of half a year and over half a year are not
unusual.

5.2.2 Problems Technoware
Before the invention of the McCarthy gin in 1840, roller ginning efforts and ideas were
largely centered about the ancient churka type of gin. Attention of the more progressive
cotton growers and merchants was centered on manufacturing larger gins with greater
capacities than were feasible in the hand-operated gins.
The McCarthy type roller gins have advantages and disadvantages, but they have been
used extensively for more than a century to gin many varieties and stapIe lengtbs of ootton.
They are used now almost exclusively in ginning sea-island or American-Egyptian long stapte
oottons.
In 1792, Eli Whitney started to work on developing the saw type gin. The first working
model with wire spikes was tested in 1792 or 1793 by Eli Whitney. In 1796, Hodgen Holmes
invented the gin saws and ribs that were adopted by Whitney about 1806. The inventions of
Whitney and Holmes were the beginning of the ginning industry. The ootton gin was a
tremendous boom to ootton production, because one machine oould do the work of many
hand labourers.
At the time of the American Revolution, the world had only a clothes wringer type of
roller ootton gin called 'Churka' or 'jerka'. This small hand gin was invented many centuries
ago; no one knows when or where. It used two small hardwood pinch rollers less than a foot
long, with diameters about the size of a nickeland a dime, respectively. Each roller had its
own handle or crank. In models manufactured after 1770, a single handcrank was used at one
end only. The rollers were geared together by homemade oogwheels, so that the surface ofthe
small roller would turn about as fast as that of the large one. Both rollers to be wedged
together close enough to grip the ootton fibers and separate them from their seed. This
arrangement allowed the fiber to pass between the rollers but held back the ginned seed.
This technology has basically staid the same in the roller ginning technology, where the
lint is torn from the seed by two cranks. In saw ginning technology the lint is separated from
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the seed by cutting it from the seed. This causes the a shorter staple length and is considered
of less good quality than the roller ginned lint with longer staple.
In Tanzania there are two types of gin technologies used; saw ginning technology, and
roller ginning technology. The roller ginning technology, ofwhich about 700 gins are
installed, is mostly used in Tanzania. The roller ginning technology, used in Tanzania, dates
from the end ofthe 19th century, and patents expired in the 1920s.

•
•
•
•
•

Lint quality of ootton depends on many factors. Some of these factors are:
Variety of ootton;
soil type and weather oonditions;
cultural and harvesting practices;
moisture and trash contents; and
ginning treatments and processes.

Lint grade, stapte length, fiber fineness, and fiber strength are the factors that determine
the selling price of the ootton. Lint grade is determined principally by oolor and amount of
foreign matter present. Ginning processes may do little to change the oolor of ootton, and they
can change the stapte length to only a limited extent. Ginning does not affect fineness and
maturity.
Research has shown that, above certain limits, the strength of individual fibers
decreases as the fibers beoome drier and warmer; and that, for a fixed quantity of gin
machinery, increased drying may increase fiber breakage and thus reduce length uniformity
(p. 4, 19).
As roller gins are relatively simpte machines to operate, the staff required does not have
to be so highly skilled. A saw gin requires very carefut supervision if the seed ootton is to he
processed in an efficient manner, without darnaging the lint or seed.
In saw gins, the cotton will be ginned at a much faster rate, thus eliminating long

storage periods during which it might suffer rain damage or infestation by pests. When bales
can be sold early in the season and thereby fetch higher prices, it will be beneficial to all
parties involved. Cotton prices on the world market are higher in the beginning of the season
than later on.
Should Grade A, which is ootton ofthe highest quality, with a staple lengthof 1 3/16"1 114", be grown in Tanzania, which is unlikely in the foreseeable future, then this should be
roller ginned as it oould suffer fiber damage in a saw gin unless very carefully handled. This
cotton would have to be subjected to ginning tests priortoa decision on the type of ginning
process chosen.
In a test report of August 1991, from Rally Brothers & Coney in Liverpool, which have

the most up to date laboratory outside the USA for testing the characteristics of ootton, they
make the following oomment on a sample of ootton from Mara region, ginned at the Manawa
Saw Ginnery:
'The sample jrom Manawa has been ginned very wel/indeed The preparation of the
cotton is excellent. You wi/1 see, ... , that the saw ginned cotton is about halfa Grade
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better than the roller ginned As expected the stap/e of the saw ginned cotton is slightly
shorter (1132 ") which is surprising as I would have expected a di.fference of (1116").'
The ditTerenee in production-speed, in bales per shift per gin, between the saw gin
technology and the roller gin technology is quite large. The output in bales per hour of a saw
gin is about 3. This is fora roller gin only 0.2. For the same amount of output per hour of one
saw-gin, 15 roller-gins are required.
For reasons of risk one would be inclined to choose for roller ginning technology, when
a choose should be made. When a saw gin would breakdown there is no more production. If
however one of the 15 roller gins would breakdown this stillleaves 14 roller gins for
production. The saw gins at the Manawa ginnery suffer less of breakdowns than roller gins at
other ginneries of the NCU, so no proper oomparison can be made.
The figures of the roller gin are from long time averages of production. The roller gins
in Tanzania are hand-fed. Every feeder has 3 to 4 gins to feed. This leads to inefficiencies;
gins are often not properly fed, so they run out of ootton. Independent experiments from
Rajani Metals and Machinery and the Dutch Aid Program have shown other results. For a
roller-gin out turn would be 0.31, when it would be ideally (hand-)fed with clean ootton. This
is a improvement of more than 50%!
As already mentioned the roller-gins are hand-fed in Tanzania. The saw-gins are not
hand-fed. Since they have such a high speed this is not even possible. Saw-gins are
automatically fed. This automatically feeding means that the ootton has to be sucked from the
godowns with large pipes to the various cleaning devices, after which the ootton is dropped
on a oonveyer belt, and devided over the gins. In-between there is no more human
interference.
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Figure 5.1 Automatic ginning scheme
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Source: Rajani Metals and Machinery.
In tigure 5. 1 the flow of ootton through a ginnery is presented. In case of the absence of
an automatic ginning device, the seed ootton is transported from the seed ootton store directly
to the roller gin. There it is fed to the gin manually.
When the automatic feeding unit is installed the flow is represented by the arrows. The
seed ootton first goes through the cleaning unit, and is put on the distribution scroll. From the
distribution scroll it is put in the roller gin. The feed unit controts the amount of ootton in the
feeder of the roller gin. When there is an overflow of seetrcotton the ootton is retumed to the
beginning of the flow towards the roller gin.
The flow of lint ootton and ootton seeds after it was ginned is equal for ginneries with
or without automatic feeding. The seeds are distributed to the bags, and will be used as seeds
for the next erop, or will be further processed. The lint is distributed by the conveyor-belt to
the bale press. Here the lint is pressed into bales of 181 kilogrammes.
The bales are put in stores at the ginneries until they are, for the case of the NCU,
transported to Mwanza. From Mwanza the bales are transported by train to Dar es Salaam-
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harbour, or by boat to Kenya. In Kenya it is transported by train to Mombasa-harbour. The
route through Kenya is used when transport through Tanzania faits due to rain.
The cleaning devices, that are part of the automatic feeding device, are necessary to get
all the filth and materials, that should not be in the cotton, out. These materials are often
added by the piekers to increase the weight oftheir piek. For the saw-ginning technology it is
absolutely necessary that the cotton is clean as it arrives at the gin. Otherwise it would do
great damage to the gins.
Figure 5.2: First Cotton Cleaning Device.
---+

-+~

- - - ' \~

-----

~

The cleaning device, in tigure 5.2, works as follows; the cotton and foreign matter is
sucked into the pipe from the left. At the interception the flow is deviated, and because of
gravity the foreign matter that is heavier than cotton falls into the pipe. The cotton , not as
heavy as the foreign matter, continuous its flow toward the gins.
This cleaning device was made at the Manawa ginnery with tools that were present
there. The device is also described in Handhook for Cotton Ginners. This device could easily
be manufactured at other (roller-)ginneries.
The next cleaning device is called a reel-typeseed cotton cleaner-drier (ref.: tigure 33,
p. 29, 19). This device can beseen in tigure 5.3, on page 52. The cotton enters from the pipe
above left. The cotton is sucked to the wire-netting but cannot pass. The trash can get trough
the wire-netting and is sucked away. The cotton is moved further by the wheel until the
vacuum section, where it will fall, through gravity, into the separator.
The separator turns anti-clockwise. Because of the rubbers at the end at the other side
there is no possibility of the cotton to be sucked back. The cotton falls then into the next
cleaner, which is called an inclined cleaner (see tigure 5.4, on page 53).
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Figure 5.3: Reel-typeSeed Cotton Cleaner-drier.
~--- bere is a small-

mesh wirenetting through
which small
trash is being
suckedawa

Because this part
is secluded from
suction there
develops a
vacuum, and the
ootton drops
because of gravity

Separator

The ootton is dropped from above into the inclined cleaner (ref: figure 36, p. 30, 19). It
is moved to the right side by the spiked wheels. This way the ootton gets more loose and in
better shape for ginning. When at the end of the right si de it is moved under where again is a
wired-netting and where trash can pass and fall down through gravity. At the end left side the
ootton will fall on the conveyer belt and can be transported to the gins.
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,...--- This is the flow of
cotton through the
cleaner

Figure 5.4: Inclined Cleaner.
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At the feeders there is a device that measures how much ootton is present in these
feeders. If there is not enough ootton present in the feeders more will he released to them. At
the end of the oonveyer belt is a overflow unit. If there is more supply than can he ginned at
that time the extra ootton will he transported to an overflow unit. In times that there is not
enough ootton on the oonveyer belt the ootton is automatically sucked back onto the oonveyer
belt.
This is in short the automatic feeding device that is used for saw-ginning. This system
however, is also very suitable for roller-ginning. For reasons of scale the automatic feeding
(and cleaning) device bas to he adapted to, at least, 40 roller gin-standsfora ginnery to he
useful, according to Rajani Metals & Machinery. The advantages are that the quality ofthe
lint is better, and a better efficiency can he obtained. Disadvantage is that some I 0 or more
persons less are used to manually feed the gins. There is great opposition to all sorts of
decisions teading to a loss of work among population. Already there bas been great
opposition to the close-down of several ginneries under the Dutch Aid Program.
Further does the automatic feeding require better trained staff to ascertain a sufficient
utilization of the capital. The next paragraph will deal with this problem.
One of the other ditTerences between the (Manawa) saw-ginnery and a roller-ginnery is
that at the saw-ginnery moisture meters are used. At a certain humidity the gin out turn
(GOT) is optimal. When ootton is too dry ginning will cause extra breakage ofthe stapte. The
lint will he shorter, of less quality, and thus paid less for.
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Gin Out Turn is the result of the ginning process. If seed cotton is ginned the outturn is
lint, seed, and dust. The ratio is the Gin Out Turn. This is usually (in percentages ofweight)
about 39% of lint, about 60% seed, and the rest dust.
The GOT is lower for saw-gins than for roller-gins. Because saw-gins cut the staple,
more lint stays attached to the seed. Thus less lint is produced for each kilogram of seed
cotton. Roller-gins tear the stapte, so almost no lint stays attached to the seed. The ditTerences
between the two technologies is however little.
The Cooperative Unions, as well as govemment, should actively enhance a technologystrategy with regard to the ginneries. Technology strategy is here a strategy, that in the first
place takes own technologies as starting-point; what can we do (p. 74, 26).
It is not clear to the author whether it would be possible that the automatical feeding
unit could be manufactured in Tanzania. Parts of the feeding unit should be feasible for local
manufacturing in Tanzania, such as simpte cleaning devices.
Condition to the introduetion of these automatic feeding devices would be a proper
capacity utilization of the roller-ginneries.
In table 5.1 the ditTerences between roller- and saw-ginning are summarized.
Table 5.1: DitTerences in saw- and roUer-ginning in Tanzania.
• Output is 3 bales per hour per gin-stand
• Gin Out Turn gives lower percentage of
lint
• Qualifications of personnet should be
higher
• Automatic feeding device mandatory
• Quality of seed cotton must be higher
•
•
•
•
•

• Output is 0.2 balesper hour per gin-stand
• GOT gives higher percentage of lint

• Qualifications of personnet need not be as
high as for saw-ginnery
• Automatic feeding device not required
• Quality of seed cotton can be lower than
for saw ginning
More selection necessary to secure quality • Less or no selection necessary
Moisture meters used to obtain good
• No moisture meters used
quality
Sparescan only be imported from abroad • Sparesalso obtainable locally
Operational costs lower than for roller-gins • Operational costs higher than for saw-gins
Investment costs higher than for roller-gins • Investment costs lower than for saw-gins

Considerable improvements can be obtained for the roUer-ginning technology by
introduetion of automatic feeding devices with cleaning units. Also the introduetion of
moisture meters can give improvement at roller-ginneries.
The advantages and disadvantages of the introduetion of the automatic feeding device
and the cleaning unitscan be found in table 5.2, on page 55.
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Table 5.2: Advantages and disadvantages of automatic feeding device and cleaning units to
roller-ginneries.
•
•
•
•

Higher efficiency through higher output
Less employees, so less costs
Better quality lint
Higher revenues because of better quality
lint

•
•
•
•

Better selection seed ootton beforehand
Less employees, so opposition
Risks of automatic feeding breaking down
More maintenance

• More skills required from personnel
• lnvestment costs
• Adaptation of scale needs usually
additional investment
• Restructuring of buildings for extra ginstands
Although there seem to be more disadvantages than advantages for the introduetion of
automatic feeding devices in roller-ginneries, the advantages of are considerable. However,
before the introduetion could even take place other conditions should be met. These
conditions are described in the next paragraphs; Humanware, lnforware, and Orgaware.

5.2.3 Conclusioils Technoware
In table 5.3 the problems and suggestions for improvement for the component
Technoware can be found.
Table 5.3: Problems and suggestions for improvement for the component Technoware.
Probleui
.· ·•· · · •::·$~ggC$ûóns fQç:iniprovetnent: · · ·
• Lint quality low
Introduetion of moisture meters and humidifying units
Better selection of seed ootton purebases
Introduetion of cleaning system
• Foreign matter in seed
Better
selection of seed ootton purebases
ootton
• Production of roller-gins
Introduetion of automatic feeding unit, so production can
only 60%, or less, than
increase with 50%, or more. Introduetion of feeding unit in
combination with cleaning system.
maximum production
An automatic feeding unit and cleaning system costs up to 4 million US$. When
machinery is already there and the building does not need to be completely rebuild. The costs
of moisture meters and humidifying units are not known, but are not very high, and equipping
the ginneries with these instruments will not oost millions of US $.
On the other hand, increased quality of seed ootton gives less breakage and thus GOT
can improve. Whenjust 0.5% more lint is produced from the seed cotton, this would~ive an
extra 530 bales per year for the NCU and 580 bales per year for the SHIRECU, when the
1987/88-1992/93 average production is considered. This would give 157,410 US$ extra
revenues per year for the NCU and 172,260 US$ for the SHIRECU (price per bale is 297
US$, see paragraph 5.4, component Inforware).
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A constraint for the introduetion of the automatic feeding unit and cleaning system is
the efficient use of the available gins, and potential shifts. An automatic feeding unit that
works only a limited amount of time, and for a limited number of gins is no improvement, but
is likely to beoome a faiture since the automatic feeding unit as well as the cleaning system
needs its maintenance. When it is not possible to obtain a good efficiency in maintaining and
operating the gins than it is not likely that thus could be achieved with the help of the feeding
and cleaning unit.
Figure 5.5 Saw ginning in process at the Manawa-ginnery

Source: l!Jt~nationale Sa~nwerking, . sept 1994, p. 9.

5.3 Huma~ware
Humanware, or the person-embodied form oftechnology, deals with production skilis
and experiences. It includes all acquired abilities necessary for the transformation operation,
such as expertise, proficiency, dexterity, creativity, perseverance, diligence, and ingenuity.

5.3.1 Problems Humaoware
In this paragraph none of these skilis are described, because figures and information are

not available, but this paragraph will prove the importance of skilied personnet for the
efficiency of the transformation process.
This paragraph takes the efficiency of the transformation as a starting-point. Here the
theories ofEmery will be used (ref: 23). First, by analyzing the impact ofthe unavailability
of the technica! system on capacity utilization.
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Capacity Utilization (CU) at time 't' is defined as:
CUt= QAt I Qot = Actual Output I Maximum Output

All factors influencing the availability of production equipment are grouped together,
and named 'Availability'. Second, the human (social) element, necessary for production is
grouped together, and named 'Skilied Labour'. In this group all personnet resources for
operating the production unit are included. This includes workers, foremen, production
managers and general managers with the right skilis and experience. However, this group
does not include maintenance personnet or marketing personnel, who come under availability
and market, respectively.
Figure 5.6: Four Factor Model

Input

Skilied Labour
Capacity Utilisation
A vailability

Markets

•
•

•

•

The following definitions of limiting factors have been used:
Input (I) includes raw material, components, packing material, water, electricity, and other
inputs needed for production.
Skilied Labour (L) includes personnet on the production, administrative and financial
sides, workers, foremen, and management. This is the human system for using the
production equipment to its full extent. Maintenance personnet is not included.
Avai/abi/ity (A) includes all components influencing the availability of production
equipment. This includes the maintenance organization (personnel, tools, spare parts, etc.),
and functional reliability of the technical system itself, as well as running condition.
Markets (M) are the possibilities of selling the products at a reasonable price. This includes
marketing personnel, distribution, and service.

The factors, presented in tigure 5.6, all have their underlying factors. Although this
modelsis presented in this manner underlying factorscan also be factors itself. For instance,
bad management (L) can leadtoa shortage of inputs (I). Here 2 factors will be ignored:
Skilied Labour, and Markets. Skilied Labour because ginning is a continuous flow process;
production in large series, with on productionfloor machines organized for efficient production. The process requires only few personnet Fora whole (roller-)ginnery (with
automatically feeding) only 10 to 20 persons (including maintenance personnel). When
management is poor this will show in the availability of inputs. Other personnet (f.i.
administrative) does not influence the availability to a high enough extent. Markets, for price
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and demand is concemed, are no factor hampering ginneries in its capacity utilization. Not at
this time, nor in the future.
Availability is defined as the measurement ofthe extent to which equipment is available
for use (in working condition). At every moment an item is available or unavailable
according to the definition of 'working condition'. Availability can easily be calculated as the
percentage of planned eperation time that the item is available and, hence, it can vary from 0
to 100%. Availability is influenced and determined by a large number of factors.
Inside the company, the availability is affected by the maintenance organization, which
can be devided into three different subsystems;
1. Maintenance personnet and management with the appropriate knowledge, skills, and
attitude in order to be capable to carry out maintenance tasks.
2. Maintenance equipment such as tools, lifting devices, facilities for inspeetion and testing,
planning systems, etc., in other words the production equipment needed for carrying out
efficient maintenance work.
3. A system for spare parts, which includes systems for purchase, transport, storage of spares
and consumables, that is, in other words the material input needed for the maintenance
production.
The choice of technology for the production equipment determines the circumstances
for maintenance such as function reliability and maintainability which will determine the
faiture rate, the need for maintenance capabilities, maintenance equipment and tools. The
running conditions of the machinery will also influence the faiture rate. The running
conditions can be different in terms of the work load of the machinery, running speed,
chemica} environment, quality of raw materiaL
Here first the factor availability will be put in a model with the underlying factors:
Figure 5.7: Factors Influencing Availability .
.---------------~

Choice of technology

Maintenance
ersonnet
Maintenance
E ui ment

Maintenance System

Availability

SpareParts
Running Conditions

The first factor, the Choice oftechnology, in this model is an already given one,
'ceterus paribus'. The gins most commonly used in Tanzania are mainly Middleton DoubleRoller gins, and there are some 700 of them in Tanzania.. The running speed is more or less
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given (from experience, hand-fed, 0.2 bale per hour per roller-gin), and the quality of the raw
material is the same. The age of the machinery is for all the ginneries also about the same, so
no ditierences can be related to this, according to the unions (SHIRECU and NCU).
Before getting into descrihing the maintenance system, first running conditions are
described. Running condition are conditions influencing the availability like infrastructure,
technological infrastructure, access to skilied maintenance personnel, access to information
from public, and private firms, and universities, access to credit from banks and others. For
Tanzania these running conditions are for ginneries the same. There access to all these factors
should be the same.
The spareparts provision for all the ginneries are the same. The spares are ordered
through the unions, and provided to the ginneries by the unions' warehouses. The ordering is
based on experience. After the ootton erop forecasts are made the unions make an
inventarisation of what should be needed, depending on the workload. The spares come from
a few producers. Among them the ditTerenee in quality can not be expected to be too high,
since they work with the same drawings, and with the samemachines (p. 7-10, 14)
Also maintenance equipment at the ginneries is the same. The equipment is provided
under the Dutch Aid Programme. During the ginning season there are 3 shifts of 8 hours a
day, six days a week (the seventh day is used for maintenance ). In the maintenance system
there are mini-overhauls planned during the season. At the end of the ginning-season there is
a general overhaul to get machines in a good condition at the start of the new ginning season.
These overhauls are done at all the ginneries.
This leaves the last item here, which is maintenance personnet There is no data on the
ditTerenee in skills, training and education of the maintenance personnet here.
From the model that is described here, the ditTerenee in performance among the
ginneries should be explained through the factors Inputs and Maintenance Personnel. From
the Nyanza Cooperative Union figures about capacity utilization and availability were
provided.
The two most efficient ginneries of the NCU have been chosen for the case-study. Most
efficient in terms of capacity utilization. Generally capacity utilization is low in Tanzania,
i.e. 40 to 50% (p. 41, 25), but probably lower, because these figures come from
questionnaires and responses may be higher caused by social-desirability.
To calculate the availability, and capacity utilization the Nyanza Cooperative union has
provided the figures of September to December 1993. As a probable availability it is assumed
that there are 72 shifts possible per month. The ginneries operate in the ginning season for six
days a week, and have each day 3 shifts. The seventh day, Sunday, is used for maintenance.
So here is assumed that 4 weeks is worked in a month. This leads to a maximum number of
72 shifts_ a month. It is however possible that actually there are more shifts worked irï a
month, because the month actually has more working days.
To calculate the availability the number of gins is taken that are in use during the shifts.
The number of shifts is, from a statistical point of view, high enough to assume the interval of
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the average number of gins during the shifts working small. So the figures are reliable (p.
307, 27).
Table 5.4: Performance Indicators fortheMagu Ginnery, from September-December 1993.

:;na1es

,Shifts

September

2,606

66

October

2,534

November

. J~:a{~J
..Shift

:i'v'~rage
···········Gins

Gin*Shift·····

39.5

23.1

1,524

1.71

75

33.8

21.7

1,629

1.56

2,159

69

31.3

20.5

1,412

1.53

December

1,232

50

24.6

19.5

976

1.26

Total

8,531

260

32.8

21.3

5,541

1.54

.. ;:.Bale!.:::.· . ·. ·.

(Qin!Shift)····

Table 5.5: Performance Indicators of the Ngasamo Ginnery, from September-December 1993.
.
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. . . . . . ..

.i6lli* Shift

•· .. :Giris:
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.

<9in~·slijfif

September

3,484

68

51.2

30.7

2,089

1.67

October

3,165

69

45.9

30.1

2,079

1.52

November

2,328

58

40.1

28.2

1,634

1.42

December

2,555

60

42.6

28.7

1,720

1.49

Total

11,532

255

45.2

29.5

7,522

1.53

Source: Nyanza Cooperative Union.
In the table Bales stands for the number of bal es produced. Shifts is the number of shifts
actually taken place. Bale per Shift is the number of bales on average produced per shift.
Average gins is the number of gins that on average worked during the shifts. Gin*Shift is the
number of shifts multiplied by the average number of gins that worked during that number of
shifts. Bale/(Gin*Shift) is the production obtained by one gin during one shift in bales.
From the figures in the tables the following could be concluded~
• The output per gin per shift in bales is for the two ginneries almost the same. (ditTerenee
smaller than 0.0066) This is far less than the maximum achieved in the laboratorium experiments from the DAP, 2.47 balesper shift per gin by Mr. Law, and Rajani MM, namely 2.48!
• The output in bales per shift for the Ngasamo-ginnery is however substantially larger.
• This is due to the number of gins working on average per shift of 29.5 ofNgasamo against
21.3 ofMagu. Thus on average Ngasamo has about 8 gins working more per shift.
• This leads to the ditTerenee of 3,000 bales in output in four months for the Magu- and
Ngasamo-ginnery.
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From the two tables it should be concluded that the mere ditTerenee is the number of
gins working. At Ngasamo there are 34 gin-stands against 34 gin-stands at Magu. How is it
possible than that there is such a ditTerenee between the number of gins woricing per shift?
The spares used to rnaintaio the gins are the same, the age of the gins is the same, the
running conditions are the same, and the technology is identical. The state of the gins are
supposed to he about the same after the yearly overhaul that is completed at the beginning of
the ginning season half august. The maintenance equipment is supposed to be the same, as
stated earlier, for both the ginneries.
From the factors influencing availability, the factor that influences it the most is
probably the factor maintenance personnet ('fungis' in Swahili). This is confirmed by the
chief engineers of the Nyanza Cooperative union and the Shinyanga Cooperative Union. It is
also affirmed by the DAP (p. 105, 15), and the TISCO-study (p. 91, 1).
In the studies a number of points were made with regard to manpower quality;
• 90% of ginnery workers are unqualified for their present posts;
• most ginnery managers have no formal management training;
• above 80% of ginnery staff do not meet the required minimum educational qualifications;
• promotion is based on experience without further training.
It was found out that it is difficult to acquire competent people due to the remoteness of the
ginneries and lack of incentives (e.g. wages). Result of the under-education is that
maintenance personnet is often not able to read manuals, that are written in the English
language (p. 105, 15). Also it is difficult to give training by English manufacturers. The level
of education, however, was not lower than it is in general in Tanzania (see annex 9).
Table 5.6: Performance Indicators for Magu, and Ngasamo Ginneries for the Months September
1993 till December 1993.

.•'J!tdicatO!/~~·:•:•:•••:•:•:•:•••••:•:•:•:··

.. . . . . . . .

',~

Total number of Shifts

260

255

Expected

288

288

90.28%

88.54%

21.31

29.50

34

32

Gins working over gins installed

62.68%

92.19%

Capacity Utilization

56.58%

81.62%

Shifts worked over shifts
expected

Average number of Gins used
Number of Gins installed

In the table, one can see at the first part of the table that the 2 ginneries performed
almost as well with regard to the number of shifts lost.
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Capacity utilization is the product of shifts worked over shifts expected, and gins
working over gins installed.
Here the maximum capacity would be the maximum number of gins working for the
maximum period of time at the maximum output. The maximum period of time is for 4
months 288 shifts. The maximum output is difficult to assess. By the DAP it was generally
conceived that the maximum output under the given circumstances, hand-feeding and
condition of cotton, was 1.55 balesper gin per shift (p. 110, 15). The difference with the
actual output is so small that it will be neglected bere (actual performance as a percentage of
maximum performance is more than 99%). The maximum number of gins against the
numbers of gins used on average is bere the availability. Availability is for the two ginneries
very different; 63% of Magu, against 92% of Ngasamo.
The input (1), of the four factor model, can be explained by hand of the number of shifts
lost. Few shifts are lost (ca. 10%). Often these shiftscan be explained by the running
conditions within Tanzania. Electricity is not a sure input, since T ANESCO, the local
electricity supplier regularly cuts down electricity supply.
There are generators, but then again, often there is no diesel available to run these
generators. Diesel is available over the border in Kenya, but it is prohibited to import diesel
from Kenya (for this reason the Manawa-ginnery lost a considerable number of shifts this
ginning season).
Also shifts are lost due to the lack of Iabour. The ginning season falls together with the
harvest period. Often child-labour is used tofeed the gins with ootton (p. 115, 15). But the
same time the Iabour is needed in the harvest Management will play a vital role in the timely
coordination of the inputs.
The NCU also provided the information on inputs , or lost of shifts due to lack of
inputs, for the '93/'94 ginning season for the Magu and Ngasamo ginneries.
Table 5.7: Downtime Shifts and Causes During '93/'94 Season in Mwanza Region.
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15

Balitig • .Cotton ,
··.·'; .. ,
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79

4

78

Here the item mechanica! represents the number of shifts lost due to mechanical
breakdowns, from power generators, baling presses, or feeding systems. Labour, the number
of shifts lost due to lack of casuallabourers. Fuel the number of shifts lost due to laGk of fuel
to power generators. Electricity the number of shifts lost due to lack of electricity from
TANESCO. Baling the number of shifts lost due to the lack of baling materials. Cotton the
number of shifts lost due to lack of ootton available. Total shifts represent the total number of
shifts run during which the shifts were lost.
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The period of time the table covers is from April until December. In April and May
ootton is ginned, further in June and August for some weeks ootton is ginned. From the table
it can be derived that most of the lost shifts are caused by mechanica! failures. For Magu
47%, and for Ngasamo 73%. Lack of energy (fuel and electricity) is the second most
important cause for lost of shifts. For Magu 44%, and for Ngasamo 21%, is due to this cause.
The other causes seem to be minor in comparison.
In comparison with table 5.4 and 5.5, table 5. 7 gives another percentage for the lost of
shifts. Namely 16.7% for Magu, and 17.2% for Ngasamo. This is due to the period, in which
the ginneries have performed more effectively.

5.3.2 Conclusions Humaoware
In table 5.8 the problems and suggestion for improvement for the component Humanware can be found.

Table 5.8: Problems and suggestions for improvement for the component Humanware.
• Low efficiency

The low efficiency could mainly be explained by the factor gins
working over gins planned.
• Low availability of This is mainly due to the low skilis of maintenance personnet It is
gins working
possible to obtain with the roller-gin technotogy and the running
condition a high availability.
• To increase the skilis of the maintenance personnet, maintenance
personnet coutd be send on courses to improve their skills. They
could be send to Europe or Zimbabwe, to receive training.
• To obtain personnet with better education and skilis the wages of
maintenance personnet could be increased, thus creating an
incentive to workin a remote area of a ginnery.
• Shifts worked over Atthough this is a important criterion regarding the tow efficiency,
shifts potential
the main problem is the low skilis of maintenance personnet As it is
proven that the shifts worked over shifts potenrial could be higher,
since the main reason for the toss of shifts is breakdowns, this is
likely to decrease when the skilis of maintenance personnet are
increased.
The costs for contracting more skilled personnet need not be very high, due to the tow
level of wages in Tanzania. The minimum wage for a casual laborer is 500 TShs, which is
about 1 US$, a day. It may be clear that an increase in wage of 100 US$ a month is
considerable for maintenance personnet When one or two persons receive this extra, this
wage-increase would oost the NCU about 15,000 US$ (for 6 ginneries).
The costs for additional training would oost considerably more. An amount..of up to
20,000 US$ per ginnery should be calculated. This would oost the NCU about 120,000 US$.
A constraint for training is that the maintenance personnet has a educational level that is high
enough to follow a course. When efficiency could be increased the production could increase
with 30 to 50%. When an increase of 30% is obtained the NCU could gin an extra 30 to
40,000 bales which represents 8.91 to 11.88 million US$ extra revenue, and an increase of
500/o would mean an extra 55 to 65,000 bales which represents 16.34 to 19.31 million US$.
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5.4 Inforware
Inforware, or the document-embodied form oftechnology, includes all facts and figures
required for the transformation operation, such as designs, accounts, specifications,
observations, relations, equations, charts and theories.

5.4.1 Problems Inforware
Due tothefact that almost no information was available with regard to Inforware, this
paragraph merely deals with financial figures (accounts).
Before the Dutch Government started to give development aid to the Tanzanian ootton
sector, the World Bank was believed tostart a rehabilitation ofthe sector. ·One ofthe
conditions ofthe World Bank was a restructuring ofthe exchange rate policies.
According to the World Bankit is necessary to cut all impHeitand explicit taxes on the
sector if the profitability needed to finance rehabilitation and improve efficiency is to be
generated. When the official exchange rate was 20 to 30 percent below the parallel rate,
returns to the sector were low. They drop to negative when a farmgate price that is too high is
decided on by Government, as the breakdown below indicates. Unification of parallel and
market rates should begin to restore profitability.
Table 5.9: Cotton processing costs, as a percentage ofthe export price at the official rate of
exchange in 1991/92, according to the World Bank.
It~e§~Îl~:iffic;\imgrllt·>················

Rlisenf:;:::.····· · · ;:; ..un~r·effi~~ep,t·Mgmr···
ànd:R.easonable···

Farmer's price
Primary buying oost
Union' s oost
Loss and Levy
Ginning oost
Export market oost
Total Dornestic Cost of export, as
a Share of Export Value Realized
Source: p. 128, 2

56%
2.8%
24.3%
1.2%
49.5%
31.0%

52%
2.3%
14.1%
0%
19.7%
11.0%

164.8%

99.1%

Farmer returns have been a fairly uneven share ofthe international price, as the table
above indicates. This also goes for the ginning oost. The ditTerenee here is that farmer returns
have been far too low, as ginning oost have been far too high.
The main costs of the ginning process are the oost of spares. Especially for the roller
ginning technology. In 1991 the costs of spareparts were $15. This price wasbasedon
experience. Nowadays, according to the NCU, this tigure has risen to $17. The calculated
price of ootton is 1.64 US$/Kg (17-12-'94, The Telegraaf, October-price 74.36 $ct lb.). A
bale of lint weighs 181 kg, thus the price of a bale is 297 $. When the ginning oost may be
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about 20%, the oost of ginning may maximally be 59.4 $per bale. Spareparts dothen make
up for about 29% of the oost of ginning.
To breakdown the ginning costs the NCU provided the administrative data ofthree
ginneries; Magu, Ngasamo, and Kasamwa. They do respectively have 34, 32, and 40 ginstands.
Further the Manawa-ginnery also provided its administrative data. The Manawa-ginnery has 3
saw-gins, and is now 4 years running.
Since the data, provided by the NCU, is only for 194 shifts, mainly the variabie costs
are interesting. Here the variabie costs are the costs that are directly related to production. It is
unclear for what period the fixed costs account. The fixed costs are the costs that do not
directly relate to production.
Further Rajani Metals & Machinery provided information from a survey that they
conducted at a ginnery to asses costs, used for a tender.
Table 5.10: Variabie production costs in $/bale, some items.
Baling Material
Wages Labourers
Lubricants
Energy
Total

2.70
1.75
0.47
1.05
5.97

1.97
0.84
0.26
5.78
8.85

2.93
1.34
0.38
1.63
6.28

1.75
0.97
n.a.
4.45
7.17

First remark will be made on the difference in figures between the three ginneries of the
NCU. The difference in figures are very obvious. Especially baling materials. Each bale has
the same weight, the same volume, and the same materials are used for baling, still there is a
large unexplained difference in costs for baling per bale.
The difference in wages can be explained by the wage paid to the laborer, or efficiency.
The use of lubricants also differs. Here it is possible that maintenance personnet uses not
enough lubricants, or uses it for too long a period.
For energy it is that the Magu- and Ngasamo-ginneries had to rely on their generators,
for electricity was cut-down. Since this is more expensive than electricity provided by
TANESCO (Tanzania's electricity company), the costs are higher.
A factor that is usually mentioned in Tanzania, in interviews, when addressing these
sort of differences, between costs for materials, is that a lot of the materials are stolen.
'Pamba Hewa', as they call it themselves. As it is not possible to prove this sort of allegations
here this factor is neglected.
Also the TISCO-study (I) contains the result of a survey of ginning operation costs
conducted by them. The variabie costs can be found in table 5.11, on the next page.
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Table 5.11: Ginning-costs according to TISCO for 1993/94, some items.

Baling Material

1.45

724.00

Wages

0.71

354.76

Fuel and Lubricants

6.72

3,357.55

Total

8.88

4,436.31

Source: p. 99, 1.
This is again quite different than the figures found by RMM, and the data provided by
theNCU.
Another item interesting would be the costs of spares reflected in these figures. Spares,
however, are not administrated per ginnery by the NCU administration. From a recent tender
for the build-up of a new ginnery in the Mara-region it has been possible to getto know the
amount of money spend on spares. This is for 2 years, $ 3 per bale! This offer came from a
foreign manufacturer. This is a sharp contrast with the $ 17 per bale that is based on
experience of the Cooperative Unions.
It is bere very likely that the $ 17 per bale should be very much lower when the spares
would be of good quality, and with a longer lifetime than the currently used spares. Other
possibility is that the manufacturer deliberately hold the prize of its spares low. At least lower
than usual. In the projected itemized cost breakdown of ginning operations by TISCO there
has no item in which the costs of spares are accounted. Thus not in the administration of the
ginneries by the NCU the costs of spares are taken into account, nor in the TISCO-study.
By the unions a fee is given for each bale of lint. This fee is 71 TShs/kg for each rollerginned bale, and 60 TShs/kg for each saw-ginned bale. This fee is enough even for the more
inefficient ginneries to obtain a profit In this way management is not stimulated to produce
more efficient. A profit will be obtained anyway.
Also it seems that depreciating machinery and buildings of more than 30 years old is
arbitrary. In the administration ofthe NCU this amount is for all the ginneries the same. If
this money is put aside to finance rehabilitation it would be more logical to put it in a
provision fund.
The totalginning costs are according to TISCO $ 23.43. Even when the costs of spares
of $ 17 would be added bere, it would leave about $15 as profit ( 55 $ ginning cost according
to the table- $ 17 costof spares-$ 23 totalginning costs).
Here a number of conclusions can be drawn:
• The ginning process can be highly profitable.
_
• There are more costs that are not taken into account, or are just not accounted bere.
• The data provided by Unions, and TISCO are incorrect.
The Manawa-ginnery, that is fairly new, also provided administrative data (see annex
6). In their yearly report to its sharebolders it also made a cost breakdown for the last ginning
season (1993/94). The ginnery expected to gin 46,000 bales at a total cost of 305 million of
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TShs. These 46,000 bales would yield a fee of 500 million of TShs. That would leave a net
profit of 195 million ofTShs! As the ginnery is a private enterprise and has to take
responsibility for its management. For this reason the data will probably be quite accurate.
For this reason it should be stated that the ginning processis a very profitable one!
Further the item depreciation provided by the NCU was remarkable. Every ginnery had
a fixed figure with which the ginnery was depreciated. Even the ginneries that were to close
down were depreciated this way. It seemsstrange to depreciate a ginnery with old and used
machinery and a useless infrastructure.
The information provided by the NCU does not prove that there is most certainly a
problem that should concern management. Although also the figures ofthe World Bank, and
Rajani MM are different, management of the NCU should be interested in the difference in
figures of ginneries that should be comparable.
It gives rise to a lot of questions, and only leads to speculation of what the problem
would be, like, for example:
• lnformation systems are inadequate~
• In the maintenance system it is not described how much should be used.
• Management at the ginneries is inadequate.
• There is no way to control theft at the ginneries.
• Accountancy does not do its job well enough.
• Figures provided to the author are not valid.
• A lot of materials are wasted due to inadequate skills of personnet
To solve the situation of these very different financial figures for the items, procedures
should be more strict with regard to the use of materials. This could be done through
budgeting the items, by creating a budgets for materials. Further, the difference in figures
should be of concern to the Management of the ginneries as well as to the management of the
unions. Also national govemment should be concerned while the author asks himself how
national poli ei es can be made on basis of this information.

5.4.2 Conclusions Inforware
The problems and suggestions for improvement for the component lnforware can be
found in table 5.12.
Table 5.12: Problems and suggestions for improvement for the component lnforware.
• Fee for ginning is still When the current ootton price is considered than the ginning fee
quite high
that is calculated by the World Bank is far too high. When the
ginning cost takes 19.7% of the ootton price, than the ginneries
should be able to obtain a profit of some 80%! The percentage that
should be reserved for ginning should come down with at least
6%.
• Thus no 19. 7%, but 13 to 14% should be reserved for ginning.
• High costs for spare
The costs for spare parts for roller-gins are, empirical, 17 US$ per
bale. This figure is far lower for the tender made by Rajani MM,
parts for roller-gins
so the actual figure should be somewhere in-between. But lower
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than 17 US$. The tigure has risen in 5 years time from 13 US$ to
17 US$, although more is produced locally.
• To bring down the oost of spare parts first more information
should be gathered on the lifetime and causes of breakdown, so
the oosts for spares oould be brought down through the higher
quality of spares.
• There are considerable The differences are so oonsiderable that sometimes an item is
double ofwhat it is foranother oompany/institution. When these
differences between
data from different in- differences are considered than it is obvious that the World Bank
stitutions/companies. is not able to calculate proper percentages for efficient
management and reasonable farmgate prices.
• To obtain better percentages free enterprise for the sector
would automatically lead to optimal ginning-fee's. Further the
difference in budgets would then be the entrepreneurs problem.
The ginning oost should be 19.7% according to the World Bank. The ginning oost,
under current ootton prices, would be 0.32 US$ ct per kg. When the ginning fee is oonsidered
of 60 TShs for a saw-ginned and 70 TShs for a roller-ginned bale, then this would be between
0.12 and 0.15 $ ct per kg, and between 0.14 and 0. 175 $ ct per kg respectively. The budgets
leave for the MGC a profit of 40%.
When free entrepreneurship would be introduced the ginning fee' s oould come down
even more. Even when ootton price decrease with 10%, then the percentage taken by ginning
oost oould come down.
When prices of spares could be brought down with only 1 US$ per bale, then the NCU
oould have saved for spares, in the period 1987/88-1992/93, 1 million US$ (106,222 balesper
year is the average production). Costs and explanation how will oome in the next paragraph.

5.5 Orgaware
Orgaware - which deals with production arrangements and linkages - includes the
frameworks required for the transformation operation, such as groupings, allocations,
systematization, organizations, networks, management and marketing.

5.5.1 Problems Orgaware
The organization of the sector is already described in chapter 4. In the paragraph that
describes the Humanware it became clear that the maintenance system is one of the important
factors influencing the efficiency of the ginneries.
In the way the ginneries are organized, they are mainly focused on production. They
have no accountancy, purchasing, or marketing department With the machines they have
they should obtain a highly efficient production, to cope with the bulk of ootton erop. This is
done through utilizing the available capacity. For this reason the production is organized as a
flow-production. The machines are placed in such a way that the production can take place in
a highly efficient way. Important for such a production is that the machines do not breakdown and obtain their maximum capacity.
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The ginneries are focused on production. They have management; just to manage
production, operation. Management should provide the ginneries with enough inputs. As
optimal production is the highest priority, so should maintenance. Maintenance should keep
the machines from breaking down, and working in an optimal manner. For this reason the
maintenance system is reviewed here.
In table 5.7, on page 62, can beseen that breakdowns are the most important reason for
which shifts are lost. For the elimination of these breakdowns a proper maintenance system
should be set up. To analyze the problems of breakdowns here the model ofNakajima, in
short, will be used, and where possible the current situation will be described by hand of
interviews and observations at the Magu-ginnery. To analyze the problems alsoother models
could be used, but here Nakajima is used for it's clarity.

To eliminate the losses Nakajima presents five causes for breakdowns in a model:
Figure 5.8: Combination of Breakdown Causes.

1. Maintain Basic Equipment Conditions
Three factors are involved in maintaining basic equipment conditions: cleanliness, proper
lubrication, and bolting (i.e., keeping bolts and nuts properly tightened). Maintaining these
basic conditions prevents equipment detoriation and helps eliminate potential causes of
breakdowns.

Cleaning. Cleaning removes from equipment the dust and contamination that cause friction,
clogging, leaking, defective running, electrical defects, and reduced precision in the moving
parts. Thorough cleaning prevents the breakdowns, quality problems, and accelerated
detoriation these defective conditions can produce.
Cleanliness requires more than superficial cleaning. Every nook and cranny of the
equipment, jigs, and tools must be explored. This not only removes dirt and dust, but also
unoovers bidden defects such as abrasion, loose nuts and bolts, scratches, overheating,
vibration, abnormal sounds, and so on. In effect, cleaning is inspection.
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To regard this factor in the light of the conditions in which the ginneries operate, there
is a lotto be cleaned. Not only the machinery looks very dirty, and probably is, also the
production halls are not clean, with ootton sticking everywhere.
Lubrication. Equipment cannot operate effectively without proper oiling and lubrication. In

many factories, however, the reservoir or lubricator is left empty and is covered with dust and
sludge. Often even the oil supply pipe is clogged or leaking.
Neglect of lubrication causes various losses. For example, it may be the direct cause of
sporadic, unexpected breakdowns such as seizure. It also hastens equipment detoriation by
causing abrasion and overheating, which affect the overall condition of the equipment.
The different figures for costs of lubrication in the paragraph Inforware proves that
there is no proper manual in which procedures are described how much and when should be
lubricated, or in maintenance no attention is given to this.
Bolting. Broken and loose connecting parts such as bolts and nuts play a large role in

equipment breakdowns. A single loose bolt (e.g., an assembly bolt in a hearing unit, die jig,
or limit switch or a flange bolt in pipe joint) can directly cause a breakdown. Moreover, a
loose bolt can increase shaking, which in turn loosens other bolts. This creates more
vibration, triggering a chain reaction that can result in a serious breakdown before anyone is
aware of a problem.
A lot of detoriation was due to improper fitting of spares and improper fastening of
them, according to the chief engineers of the NCU and SHIRECU.
2. Maintain Operating Conditions
Operating conditions are those that must be met for equipment tooperateat its full potential.
In oil hydraulic systems, for example, oil temperature, quantity, pressure, purity, and level of
oxidation must be controlled. Unclear or incomplete conditions result in hidden defects. For
example, if equipment is operating at below its standard speed, one or more hidden,
nonstandard conditions may be the cause. To eliminate such defects, standard operating,
manipulating, and toading conditions should be set and maintained for each piece of
equipment and its individual parts. If equipment problems are treated without regard to these
operating standards, the precision of operation and manufacturing conditions will not be
stable, and breakdowns will continue to occur.
For the case ofthe ginneries insufficient research has been done about the ditTerenee
between actual gin out turn (of 1.55 balesper shift per gin) and the out turn from the earlier
mentioned maximum out turn (of2.48 balesper shift per gin). The maximum was obtained
with proper working roller-gins. One ofthe reasons for the ditTerences could be hidden
defects.
3. Restore Detoriation
Typically, when equipment breaks down, only the parts directly involved in the breakdown
are restored; deterioration of the equipment, jigs, and tools is not treated. Therefore, even
though a broken or wom part is replaced, breakdowns will recur because the balance of
precision and strength in the equipment and tools has notbeen restored. Obviously, an
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imbalance caused by design or fabrication errors in machinery must be corrected by
correcting design effects.
Restoring the balance of equipment precision and strength on the occasion of equipment
faiture is an important strategy, but it is only a shortcut to breakdown elimination. To
properly restore equipment, standardize the steps taken to discover and predict detoriation as
well as the methods used to restore the detoriation. Restoration carried out must be based on
maintenance standards~ it can also be realized through the skills and accumulated experience
of maintenance personnet
At none of the ginneries of the NCU standardization has taken place in order to predict
detoriation. No standardization has taken place for the restoration of detoriation. At the
Manawa-ginnery engineers were setting-up some form of maintenance-system to asses the
costs of maintenance broken down to spare-parts and detoriations.
4. Correct Design Weaknesses
Even when basic conditions are strictly controlled, the costs of maintenance beoome
enormous when equipment life is short and inspections, checkups, and restorative treatment
cannot keep pace with the occurrence of defects. In such cases the problem may be caused by
a design weakness requiring changes in equipment design, such as alternations in material,
dimensions, and shape of component parts.
To comprehend the true souree of the weakness and develop an improvement plan, do
the following:
• Take steps to properly understand the defective occurrence and the surrounding conditions
(before and after the breakdown).
• Confirm the equipment structure and functions.
• Confirm the proper maintenance of basic equipment conditions, operation, manipulation,
and toading conditions~ confirm the restoration of detoriation on related functions.
• Clarify the outbreak mechanism of the phenomenon.
• Search for causes (design or other weakness, or both?)
• Plan an improvement strategy.
• Imptement the improvement strategy.
• Follow up and evaluate the results of improvement.
Correcting design weaknesses improves maintainability and lengthens equipment life.
Not enough attention is given to feedback to spare part manufacturers in Tanzania. This
is also not very well possible since there are no maintenance-systems at the ginneries, in
which the lifetimes of spares are accounted. When lifetimes would be accounted, plus the
causes of breakdown, feedback could be given and improvements could be made. For
manufacturers, government, cooperative unions, ginneries and other parties this information
should be vital to improve the spare-part. Although a lot of breakdowns due to improper
spares, there is no evidence for this, since no statistics are taken. One of the ways to bring
down the high costs for spares could be the lengthen the lifetime of spares. This caruÏot be
properly done without information on breakdowns.
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5. Improve Operating and Maintenance Skilis
Extensive education and training of operators, maintenance workers, equipment designers,
and managers support any effort to achieve zero breakdowns. Many breakdowns are caused
by lack of skill. Human errors often go undetected, which makes them difficult to eliminate.
The human skills are described in the paragraph Humanware, and are proven to be one
of the most important factors for the achievement of higher capacity utilization. Skilis at the
ginneries of maintenance personnet are in general insufficient, and should be improved.

5.6 Conclusions Orgaware
The problems and suggestions for improvement can be found in table 5.13 for the
component Orgaware.
Table 5.13: Problems and suggestions for improvement for the component Orgaware.
Problems···
• No feedback to spare In order to improve design and manufacturing weaknesses it is
part manufacturers
necessary to give information to spare part manufacturers. Before
information can be given first data has to be collected.
• This should be done through the administration of life-times of
spares of separate manufacturers and machines, and the causes of
breakdown or wear and tear. With the information the quality of
spares' should be improved.
Although there are sometimes basic systems of maintenance in
• Inadequate or no
proper functioning
which it is described what, how, and when equipment conditions
should be checked, the system could be further improved.
of maintenance
system
The costs for the introduetion of a maintenance system are difficult to assess. The
increase in skills of personnet would be a necessary condition for the introduetion of a
maintenance system. With the increase of skills the awareness of, and contribution to such a
system would increase. When personnet would not see the advantage of working with such a
system the system would be doomed.
The costs of increased skills of personnel, which goes hand in hand with the
introduetion with a maintenance system, are described in the chapter Humanware. The costs
of the introduetion of a maintenance system would be for 6 ginneries at least 100,000 US$.
Revenues should be sought in the decrease in costs for spare parts. When the costs for spare
parts would decrease from 17 to 16 US$ per bale then, in the 1987/88 to 1992/93-period, the
NCU would have saved 1 million US$ on the costs forspare parts.

5.6 Summary of Coiiclusions
In table 5.14, on the next page, the main problems and suggestions for improvement are
summarized briefly per technology component and is indicated whether the policies should be
long-, middle-, or short-term.
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Table 5.14: Summary of main problems and suggestion for improvement.
Technoware

Humaoware

• Production of rollergins is low
• Lint quality low

•

• Low availability of
woricing gins

•

•

•

Inforware

Orgaware

• High costs for spare
parts for roller-gins

•

• Ditierences between •
data from different
involved parties
• No feedback to spare •
part manufacturers

• No maintenance
system

•

Tetin
Introduetion of automatic feeding unit Middle
and cleaning system
Introduetion of moisture meters and
Short
humidifying units
Increase the skills of maintenance
Short
personnel, and
Increase wages of maintenance
personnet as an incentive to contract
personnet with higher skilis and
education
More information should be gathered Short
on lifetimes and causes of breakdown,
so the highest quality spares can be
bought
Free enterprise in the sectorso the
Short
ginning costs will come down through
competition
Information on causes of breakdown Middle
should be used to correct design and
manufacturing weaknesses, and to
eventually come to better quality
spares
It should be possible to come to a
Short
maintenance system, through which
equipment conditions can be checked.
Such a basic system is in already
woricing at MGC.

The costs for these policies are far lower than their revenues. It is however very
difficult to give a proper estimation of the costs involved since there are considerable
ditierences in costs between involved parties.
The relations between the different components are clear for the component
Humanware. This component influences the component Inforware in costs. Low efficiency
will cause higher costs per bale, since constant costs, such as buildings and equipment, will be
higher per bale when less bales are produced.
The component Humaoware influences Orgaware by the way the maintenance system
works. When people are involved and are aware that the proper functioning of the
maintenance system is elemental higher efficiency can be obtained through the betterfunctioning of personnel and machinery.
Humaoware and Technoware are related by the fact that the the component Technoware
demands a level of skilis of personnet for its proper functioning. On the other hand the
available skilis of personnet allows the Technoware to function to an equivalent level.
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The component Technoware and Orgaware are related, because the Technoware needs a
proper maintenance system that is for the case of the Tanzanian ginneries not adequate for the
proper functioning ofthe Technoware.
Inforware influences all the other components through the fact whether it is feasible that
Techno-, Human-, and Orgaware can function at a proper level.
It is clear that the efficiency should he increased, so the NCU and SHIRECU can match
the higher future ginning demand. This should he done through the establishment of new
ginneries, but at first mainly to improve the use of current capacities.
The NCU should close down its inefficient and unviable ginneries, and use the gins
from the ginneries there to obtain a higher scale at the other more efficient ginneries. The
most efficient ginneries should at first he scaled up.
At first skills of personnet should he increased. This could lead to a higher capacity
utilization of 50% and more. Second automatic feeding and cleaning could he introduced.
This is only feasible when capacity utilization is at a level for which autonatie feeding is
usefull. This could lead to an increase in capacity utilization of another 50% or more. When
this would be done still the capacities could he inadequate and further investment would he
necessary. For the NCU this could he one (saw-) ginnery and for the SHIRECU this could he
two (saw-) ginneries.
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6.1 International constraints
The chapter about ootton on a supranationallevel describes the products that
can be made from ootton and its by-products, the trends in prices and oonsumption on
the worldmarket, and the place of Tanzania in Sub-Saharan Africa. This section could
be used by Tanzanian govemment, World Bank, and TCivffi.
Figure 6.1 Factors influencing ootton production
World Price and World
Consumption

Efficient use of by-products (profitability of catton
growing)

• Number of hectares of ootton
harvested
Research
•

•
•

~•
I

Weather

Speedy processing and supply of
seed ootton of/to ginneries
Infrastructural oomplexity

I

Prices of oompeting crops
• Prompt payment and stability of
pnces
• Price of ootton

"ll

Cotton Production

• Timely delivery of inputs and their sale at predictabie
levels
• Fertilizer price
• Credit to purebase inputs
The prices are set on the world market by offer and demand. In the future the
prices are likely to stay stable. Production, as well as oonsumption will rise. These
factors influence the Tanzanian ootton sector on all the levels. When prices are high
the revenues will be high for the actars on meso- and micro-level. The Regional
Cooperative Unions can earn more, and farmers will be inclined to grow ootton, since
they are very price-sensitive. On macro-leverit willlead to more revenues from
exports and thus more foreign exchange.
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The factors that influence cotton production could be used for National Policies.
When cotton production will rise fanners will have more revenues from cotton
growing, and produce more cotton. This willlead to more revenues fro the Regionat
Cooperative Unions (on meso-level), since they have to transport and gin the seed
cotton. On macro-level it willlead to more cotton exports, and willlead to more
foreign exchange for Tanzania.
The international constraints are favorable for the Tanzanian cotton sector. The
world market prices for lint cotton will stay at a stabie level. Although Tanzania plays
a minor role on the world market, cotton is very important for Tanzania. Also in SubSaharan Mrica Tanzania is a small producer with only 5% of the total production.
There are however many measures with which the Tanzanian government could
stimulate the cotton sector to increase its production.

6.2 National Policies
National policies have influenced the cotton sector. Policies have been counterproductive. From the factors identified on supranationallevel almost all the policies,
reviewed in the chapter problemidentification on macro-level, that were taken by
Tanzanian government have been counterproductive. This section could be used by
Tanzanian government, World bank, and TCMB.
Figure 6.2 Factors influencing cotton production on macro-level
Villagisation

Number of hectares of
1-----------+lcotton harvested

Exchange rate mechanism

Relaxation of government
control on marketing
Export retention scheme

linterest rate

Input supply

Research firnding

Timely delivery of inputs
and their sale at
f-----+~predictable levels

Low yield of
seed cotton per
hectare

Research

Speedy processing and
Spare part provision polides 1-------+lsupply of seed cotton of/to
{import substitution)
ginneries
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In the WCGA , a large Cooperative Union that had been spontaneously
established, was dismantled, which has affected the sector. lt lead to a situation in the
beginning ofthe 80's when the Dutch govemment put up an aid-programme for the
sector, to keep the sector from collapsing. The Regional Cooperative Unions had, by
that time, already accumulated high debts, and had no financial means to manage
transport and ginning.
Inputs arrive late and in insufficient quantities. Credits can not he obtained by
farmers, and the soil is exhausted by cotton growing. The yield is declining. This
situation could he reversed by the use of inputs, like fertilizer, and research after
improved cotton species. When this would he done the cotton yield could increase
drastically. When Francophone Mrican cotton yield levels would he obtained the
yield could triple.
This would lead to higher revenues to farmers, Regional Cooperative Unions,
and more income from exports. It would also mean an increase in foreign exchange.
The National Policies could stimulate cotton production by taking into
consideration the factors that influence cotton production. When this would have been
and would he done properly the production could increase drastically. It could also
make the cotton erop less dependent on favorable weather conditions, as it is now.
Farmers and ginneries, on micro-level, Regional Cooperative Unions, on meso-level,
and exports, on macro-level, could benefit by the increase in yields.
The production could increase by the use of more inputs. The inputs, however,
do arrive late and in insufficient quantities if they arrive at all. The production could
increase by the use of improved cotton species, and this could be done by research.
Research is in Tanzania less and less funded, so the research institutes have to cancel
proj ects. Other way of increasing production is extension of the cotton growing area.
The govemment policy, that is described in chapter two, called villagisation had the
reverse effect. The arabie land per farmer declined, and became exhausted, also due
to the fact that no inputs were used.
Also other govemment policies have been counterproductive and made it more
attractive for farmers to grow other crops than cotton. As well traders were
encouraged to trade other crops than cotton.
Table 6.1 Main alternatives in policies on macro-level
Aiteroat~ve········

:gçHicf ·

AIO

Nul-option~

•··pnpa.Çt.
do

nothing

All

lnput-funding~

create
funds from exports to
secure credit for
inputs

Risk of detoriation ofthe cotton
sector, and lower production due
to soil exhaustion, which also will
affect other crops.
Less iocome from exports, more
possibilities in obtaining credit for
farmers, and more money to
secure distribution, thus

No priority

Highest priority
(since the soil
exhaustion is also
a possible threat
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Al2

All and
Al2

Research funding;
create funfs for
research from exports
All and Al2
combined

preventing soit exhaustion and
give higher yields
Improved species could lead to
higher yields, and may be less
sensitive to diseases
Described under All and Al2

for other crops)
Lower priority
than All
Higher priority
than Al2 alone,
but lower priority
than All

The high interest rate aggravated the debt situation of the Regionat Cooperative
Unions even more. This is further described in the next paragraph.

6.3 Cotton Sector
The cotton sector is described on meso-level. Especially the financial situation
is affecting the performance of the Regionat Cooperative Unions. Although the cause
of the debts are not completely due to the unions themselves, they should have been
able to come out of these debts themselves. Management of cooperative unions is not
of a excellent level and should improve. The section could be used by Tanzanian
govemment, World Bank, TCMB, and the RCU's.
Figure 6.3 Factors that influence cotton production on meso-level
Interest Rate
Organisational/Historical

This affects the national polides because the unions can not be effectively used
as an instrument for govemment policies, which affects the micro-level. The inability
to provide farmers with inputs, but also the inefficient use of existing ginning
capacities. Lot has been improved in the last ten years when the sector was on the
verge of collapsing.
Micro-level is influenced because there is not enough money for restructuring
and financing new investments. When the cotton production is high, when weather
conditions have been favorable, the Regionat Cooperative Unions are not able to cope
with the erop. The erop cannot be delivered to the ginneries in time, before the rainy
period starts, or rots away in the Cooperative Unions' godowns, because they are. also
failing in the speedy processing of the seed cotton. This last factor was also identified,
on supranational-level, to influence cotton production.
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Table 6.2 Main alternatives in policies on meso-level
A20

Nul-option~

do

nothing

A21

Funds for purchasing

A22

Government
redemption

No priority
Debts of RCU' s are likely to accumulate, thus causing a situation in
which the RCU's cannot invest and
maintain the ginneries. This willlead
to a situation in the beginning of the
80's, when the sector was almost
oollapsing. Un-ginned seed cotton
represents no value.
Debts will decrease, because no
Highest priority
interest has to be paid on the capital
needed to purebase seed ootton from
the farmers. Timely payments are
secured, which willlead toa timely
payment of farmers. This will
enoourage farmers to grow ootton
(see tigure 6.1).
Government alleviates the debt
Low priority
situation of the RCU' s by repaying
the loans. The result will probably be
that RCU' s will soon after again
oome into debt, because nothing is
done to secure payment of the erop to
farmers. Interest will still have to be
paid.

6.4 Resources Transformation Activity
In the chapter on micro-level the main problems are described with use of the
oomponents oftechnology~ Technoware, Humanware, lnforware, and Orgaware. The
oomponents are necessary to make a resources transformation. The resources
transformation activity transforms inputs into outputs. In the case of this study this is
the activity of transforming seed ootton into lint ootton, with use of a technology that
separates the lint from the seeds by tearingor cutting is. The technology, with which
the lint is torn from the seeds, is called the roUer-ginning technology, and the other
technology, with which the lint is cut from the seeds, is called saw-ginning
technology.
This section oould be used by the RCU' s and private investors.
The technology-oomponents, that make the resources transformation activiiy
possible, do interactively influence each other. Without Humanware there is no
proper use of Technoware, and vice-versa. For all four oomponents problems have
been found that influence the resources transformation activity. In short it can be said
that the resources transformation activity is not performed in an efficient manner.
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When regarding the way the components influence the resources transformation
activity, the component Humanware is in the case of this study probably the most
important one. Personal skilis of maintenance personnet make it possible that the
transformation is a lot more efficient. The other components are equal from one
ginnery to another. That means that there are no important ditTerences in Techno-,
lnfor-, and Orgaware between the ginneries. The general education in years fora
employee of a Cooperative Union is not different from the average education in
Tanzania.
Figure 6.4 Factors that influence ootton production on micro-level
Financlal situation
Spare part provision

Low Capacity Utilization
Seed cotton quality

Choice of Technology

Skilis and education

Personnet
Maintenance

When a Cooperative Union wants to improve the efficiency of the resources
transformation activity than it should focus its attention on the component
Humanware. When this would have been done Inforware has shown the
transformation activity to be a very viabie one, when using the World Bank
information.
Financially the transformation activity could be more efficient. This by the
lower costs for spare parts, that make up for the largest part of the ginning costs.
Quality is probably lower than it could be and should be improved. This could be
done by the component Orgaware. By a better organization of the maintenance at the
ginneries, maintenance could be improved. First, and here the component interacts
with the component Humanware, by improving the skilis of maintenance personnel.
Second, by introduetion of a maintenance system in which actions are prescribed to
detect detoriation, and the prevention and correction of it. In this system the lifetimes
and the reasons for breakdowns of spares should be recorded. With this information
the quality of spares could be measured. A high quality spare would have a longer
lifetime can be presumed. With the reasons for breakdowns spare part manufacturers
could improve and correct the production of the spares.
The efficiency of the resources transformation activity will be becoming more
and more important. Although the capacities at the ginneries are insufficiently used
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the Cooperative Unions are already not able to cope with the yearly production, in the
casetheerop is large. When, as foreseen by TISCO (see table 4.4, on page 40), the
ginning demand would double in 2003 the efficiency in the use of the current
installed capacities is far inadequate. When the current capacities are more efficiently,
by improving the skilis of personnel, used they can not cover the ginning demand.
The Cooperative Unions could increase the efficiency of the transformation
activity by the component Technoware. The introduetion of additional Technoware,
in the form of automatic feeding and cleaning, could improve the transformation
activity. A constraint is bere that the introduetion of this system would never succeed
when the component Humanware would not be improved. Better cleaned lint would
also mean that the lint ootton would yield more income because the price fetched by
better quality lint is higher.
Table 6.3 Main alternatives in policies on micro-level
A30

A31

A32

A33

A34

Nul option; do
nothing

When private enterpreneurs enter the
sector the RCU' s willlose competition,
and part of the added value will be
repatriated abroad.
Nul option transport; High risks of damage through diseases
and rainfall. Best way to avoid damage
do nothing about
caused by transpoets is to keep ginneries
transport problems
close to the harvest area.
Clean seed ootton gives an improved
Investment in
GOT, and fetches a higher price on the
cleaning systems
world market Further the risk of damage
to machines will be lower.
Higher production per gin per shifts in
Investment in
automatic feeding unit bales of lint. Less unskilled Iabour
because no more manual feeding
necessary.
Investment in skilis of Higher capacity utilization. Extremely
maintenance
important for the case that production of
seed ootton will rise. This leads to speedy
personnet
processing of seed cotton, which
influences ootton production (see tigure

No priority

No priority

Lower
priority than
A33
Higher
priority than
A32, but
lower priority
than A34
Highest
priority

6.1)

The alternatives with the highest priority on all levels; macro, meso, and micro,
should be directly carried out, and are absolutely necessary. When All would not be
carried out, the alternative policy (A34) on micro-level would be redundant, and-viceversa. This goes as well for the alternative on meso-level.
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Not carrying out one ofthe alternatives (All, A21, and A34) would leadtoa
situation in which the sector risks the same situation as in the beginning of the 80' s,
when the sector was on the verge of collapsing.
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Performance difference between in yields anglophone and francophoneAfrican countries (Wilcoxon Rank Sum Test (p. 822, 27))
Aim:

To determine wether the anglophone and francophone yield performances are
indentical or different.

Null hypothesis: Anglophone and Francophone yield performances are identical.
Alternative hypothesis: Francophone yield performances are higher than that of
Anglophone countries.
This leads to the following table:

Anglophone Countries
Rank
Country
Rating
Sudan
443
7
Zimbabwe
309
11
South Africa
372
10
Tanzania
142
15
Nigeria
103
16
Zambia
206
14

Francophone Countries
Country
Rating
Rank
Cöte d'Ivoire
571
1
Mali
541
3
Cameroon
539
4
Benin
466
5
Madagascar
544
2
Senegal
454
6
Burkina Faso
387
9
Chad
287
12
Togo
452
8
Cen. Afr.
248
13
Rep.

n =6
1

T = 73
1

n2 = 10

P=63

T 1 + T 2 = n (n + 1) I 2 = 136, thus tableis correct.
With 95% certainty (a= 0.05, one-tailed test). The values Tl= 35, and Tu = 67.
(table 15, p. 985, 27).
T 1 will be used as test statistic. The null hypothesis will be rejected if T 1 <= Tl . T 1 is
greater than Tl so the null hypothesis is rejected, and the alternative hypothesis is
true.
This means that Francophone coutries' yield performances are higher than in
Anglophone countries ..
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Comparative Performance between NCU and SHIRECU over the period 1988-1991.

~~chi ~l~b~r :'t\:Marclv ,,i !ï]~~b~r: ' ;i~~chli rJ~t::~r
i:

1!!:

production
Actual Prod. over
Rated Production
Gins wo!Xed over
gins planned
Shifts Worked
overshifts
potential

SIDRECU
Actual production
Actual Prod. over
Rated Production
Gins wo!Xed over
gins planned
Shifts Worked
overshifts
potential

1.45

1.60

1.40

1.51

1.39

1.68

94.90

92.30

95.00

96.70

106.00

90.40

100.80

92.88

112.2

76.97

76.13

79.20

73.70

69.00

65.10

73.67

65.83

78.89

59.71

63.50

67.90

61.90

43.00

33.50

49.97

37.64

67.04

1.33

1.13

1.45

1.11

1.40

1.01

1.33

0.95

1.33

88.90

75.24

96.11

74.50

93.30

67.64

88.70

63.44

88.40

86.40

78.20

94.97

90.10

90.30

77.30

90.16

80.98

88.60

70.00

75.34

68.20

48.70

58.10

44.00

67.60

68.05

91.50

Source: Table 2 in annex, and p. 94 table 19, 15
Table: Criti cal val u es of t
'D~gr~~,i9f: ,,''l'l''fi,(?<rfc>+Ç~itîty} , ti(9§%ic~ihDf),' t (~7~S~:s~r:fain~y) , f{9~%;.,cerlaintY}'' 'f(99. 5%-êerta.i~ty)

frêêdöro , '
8

I

1.397

2.306

2.896

3.355

As statistica} hypothesis test the smali-sample test of hypothesis about (yl - y2) has been selected: Matched pairs (p. 382, 27).
test statistic: t = ayg(d)/(std-dev dl .Y n)
n = number of observations, d = difference between observed values, avg = average, std-dev = standard deviation.
rejection region: t' > ta. ort< -ta..
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As first we will test whether the production per gin of the NCU is on average higher than that of the SHIRECU.
Null Hypothesis: There is no difference in the average production ofthe NCU and the SHIRECU during 1987/88-1991/92.
Alternative Hypothesis: The data provides sufficient evidence to indicate that the yearly average production per gin of the NCU is higher than of
the SHIRECU.

NCU
Actual production

1.42

1.39

1.42

1.45

1.60

1.40

1.51

1.39

1.68

SIRECU
Actual production I

1.33

1.13

1.45

1.11

1.40

1.01

1.33

0.95

1.33

I

0.09
0.0081

0.26
0.0676

-0.03
0.0009

0.34
0.1156

0.20
0.04

0.39
0.1521

0.18
0.0324

0.44
0.1936

0.35
0.1225

I

2.22
0.7328

d
d*d
sum-d =
sum-d*d =
d-avg=
vanance =
std-dev =

0.246666667
0.02315
0.152151241

t=

4.863581771

When a 99%-ce~inty interval would betaken than t > ta, so the null hypothesis is rejected and thus the actual production ofthe NCU higher
than that ofthe SHIRECU for 1987/88-1991/92.
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As second we will test whether the percentage of gins working over gins planned ofthe SHIRECU is on average higher than that ofthe NCU.
Null Hypothesis: There is no difference in the percentage of gins working over gins planned ofthe NCU and the SHIRECU during 1987/881991/92.
Alternative Hypothesis: The data provides sufficient evidence to indicate that the yearly percentage of gins working over planned of the
SHIRECU is higher than of the NCU.
NCU
Gins worked over
planned

0.7697

0.7613

0.792

0.737

0.69

0.651

0.7367

0.6583

0.7889

SIRECU
Gins worked over
planned

0.864

0.782

0.9497

0.901

0.903

0.773

0.9016

0.8098

0.886

-0.0207
-0.1577
-0.164
-0.213
-0.122
-0.1649
-0.1515
0.00042849 0.02486929 0.026896 0.045369 0.014884 0.02719201 0.02295225

-0.0971
0.00942841

d*d

-0.0943
0.00889249

sum-d =
sum-d*d =

-1.1852
0.18091194

d

d-avg =
varianee =
std-dev =

-0.131688889
0.003104284
0.055716098

t=

-7.090709483

When a 99%-certainty interval would betaken than t < -ta., so the null hypothesis is rejected and thus the percentage of gins working over gins
planned is higher for the SHIRECU than for the NCU.
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As third we will test whether the percentage of shifts worked over shifts potential of the SHIRECU is on average higher than that of the NCU.
Null Hypothesis: Th ere is no difference in the percentage of shifts worked over shifts potential of the NCU and the SHIRECU during 1987/881991/92.
Alternative Hypothesis: The data provides sufficient evidence to indicate that the yearly percentage of shifts worked over shifts potential ofthe
SHIRECU is higher than of the NCU.

NCU
shifts worked over
potenti al

0.5971

0.635

0.679

0.619

0.43

0.335

0.4997

0.3764

0.6704

SIRECU
shifts worked over
potenti al

0.7

0.7534

0.682

0.487

0.581

0.44

0.676

0.6805

0.915

d
d*d

-0.1029
0.01058841

-0.1184
0.01401856

-0.003
0.000009

0.132
0.017424

-0.151
0.022801

-0.105
0.011025

-0.1763
0.03108169

-0.3041
0.09247681

-0.2446
0.05982916

sum-d =
sum-d*d =

-1.0733
0.25925363

d-avg =
varianee =
std-dev =

-0.119255556
0.01640708
0.128090126

t=

-2.793085454
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When a 99%-certainty interval would be taken than t > -ta., so the null hypothesis is accepted. However, when a 95%-certainty interval would be
taken than the null hypothesis should be rejected (t < -ta.), and is the percentage of shifts worked over shifts potential ofthe SHIRECU indeed
higher than that of the NCU. A 95%-certainty interval should be acceptable.

I
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Seed cotton purebases and production, in baJes, of the NCU and the
SHIRECU.
.->·)'
...

·········: ,.. /
NCU
production
(bal es)
purebases
(tonnes)
SHIRECU
production
(bales)
purebases
(tonnes)

J987/8'~< 1988/89 -----1989/90

totat

1990/91!' 1991/92'' 1992/93'.
_.:,

.:

s . -·

,: Average
·'

85,178

45,146

65,268

131,573

177,107

637,331

87,144

61,313

34,560

41,085

85,551

108,313

417,966 28,881

69,661

126,556

88,855

61,328

98,040

196,821

125,876

697,476 46,452

116,246

98,100

77,523

45,615

67,992

112,866

123,056

525,152 29,170

87,525

49,583

Average =(:L x)/ n
wbere x = observation, L x = cumulative of observations, and n = total number of
observations. standard deviation s = ..J (((:L yi* yi)- (:Lyi)( :Lyi)/n) I n-1)
Here we want to test wbetber yearly tbe SHIRECU buys more tonnes of seed ootton tban tbe
NCU:
We will use a smali-sample test ofbypotbesis about tbe ditTerenee between two population
means. (p. 376, 27).
Test statistic: t = (y1 - y2)/(v sp2(1/n1 + 1/n2)), wbere sp2 = ((n1 -1) * sP + (n2- 1) * s22)/(n1
+ n2- 2)
Rejection region: t < -ta. or t > ta.
degrees offreerlom = n1 + n2 -2 =10
Table: Criti cal values of t
D~~of:·•--

.,,_,:,,::~:,.,::

,._._}

·t::':. ," :::'··:·-,l--.-_,_ -_,.,-,. ": ,'_ -(~Q.%f::,::-.--: ': :'(99~$%;;_,.---·:,
,,,, oef@inty) · , , .__ ,:"ç~~ill.tY) · ' :ëertainty}:

---··::::,.>-''{:;:::,,. ·:::::· '" '. ·f-:,,----.freêdom ,_, . _,., ,.,_,- :::(90%7 ::::::: ,,,,,.,, :,(~sex;_,,,,,,,_ - ,,::(97.5%-:'' ::,
:>:> '' '''Çe~jnty)'-

10

.---- ;;-.·;;>.

133,059

1.372

-':o~tyijnty)

1.812

2.228

2.764

3.169

Question is bere: does the SHIRECU buy more seed ootton tban tbe NCU?
Null bypothesis: there is no ditTerenee that average purebases of seêd ootton of the SHIRECU
are different from that ofthe NCU, from 1987/88-1992/93.
Alternative bypothesis: Tbe data gives sufficient evidence to indicate that the yearly
purebases ofseed ootton ofthe SHIRECU exceed tbat ofthe NCU, from 1987/88-1992/93.
Purcbases:
(n1- 1)*s1 *s1
(n2- 1)*s2*s2
sp*sp
sp*sp*(lln1 +1/n2)

4170481574
4254475059
842495663.3
280831887.8

106,222
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y1-y2
t=

-17864.33333
-1.066015708

The conclusion is that the null hypothesis cannot be rejected since t > -ta. There is no
evidence to indicate that the mean of the purebases of seed ootton per year of the SIDRECU
is higher than that of the NCU.
Next question is here: does the SHIRECU produce more bales than the NCU?
Null hypothesis: there is no ditTerenee that yearly production in bales ofthe SHIRECU are
different from that ofthe NCU, from 1987/88-1992/93.
Alternative hypothesis: The data gives sufticient evidence to indicate that the average
production in bales ofthe SIDRECU exceed that ofthe NCU, from 1987/88-1992/93.
Production
(n1- 1)*s1 *s1
(n2- 1)*s2*s2
sp*sp

1.229244649E+10
1.078907567E+ 10
2308152216
7693 84071.9

sp*sp*(l/n1 + 1/n2)

-9857.5

y1-y2
t=

-0.355381806

The oonclusion is that the null hypothesis cannot be rejected since t > -tcx.. There is no
evidence to indicate that the mean of the production in bales of the SIDRECU is higher than
that of the NCU.
The question posed here is whether the NCU produces more bales with the tonnes of seed
·
ootton they buy?
Null hypothesis: there is no ditTerenee
Alternative hypothesis: The NCU produces on average morebales per year with the seed
ootton they buy than the SIDRECU.
Here matched pairs will be used.
· · . . . '19.·s7·/s···s···.·..·..•..,.... ,... ·... 1988'89
. .• ,•. ···'·· ., :<<<•'' ::::.,. _ .. f:'.: ... ·'
1.389
1.538
NCU-av
1.146
1.290
SHIR-av
0.243
0.248
d
0.059
0.062
d*d
Efficiency
sum-d
sum-d*d
d-avg =

1.006
0.561
0.167697507

:_•·.:t,·_·._· _-...·9.-.·•. ".•/·_g_··.o
... ·..·'_ .•">··, •..
s
..·

':7c

1.306
1.344
-0.038
0.001

: -1· ·.9·.·.· 9-·.o~fl~·
'1":7

1.589
1.442
0.146
0.022

1991/92 . •. ·. .
1.538
1.744
-0.205
0.042

:•:J:?9Z/9~

1.635
1.023
0.612
0.375
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vartance =
std-dev =

0.078434494
0.28006159

t=

1.466724955

With 5 degrees of freedom, t < ta., so the null hypothesis is not rejected and there is no
evidence that the NCU produces every year on average more bales of cotton from the seed
cotton they buy.
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Comparative performance of the Ngasamo-ginnery and SHIRECU
The analysis deals with different periods, so the conclusions are under restriction.
Table: Critica} values of t

.• . •·.·t' '··•..
(99.5o/o>o
cert,aipty).
11

1.363

1.796

2.201

3.106

Table: Production in bales per gin per shift.
SHIRECU
Production

1987/88
1.33

Ngasamo
Production

Sep
1.67

1989/90
1.13
1.4

1.01

Oct
1.52

Dec
1.49

Nov
1.42

1990/91
1.33

0.95

1991/92
1.33

Null Hypothesis: There is no ditTerenee in average production per gin per shift ofthe
SHIRECU, in the period 1987/88-1991/92, and the Ngasamo-ginnery, in the period
September-December 1993.
Alternative Hypothesis: The average production per gin per shift ofthe Ngasamo-ginnery, in
the period September-December 1993, is higher than that ofthe SHIRECU-ginneries, in the
period 1987/88-1991/92.

Average
Varianee
Standard deviation

NCU SHIRECU
1.227
1.525
0.0111
0.0323
0.105
0.180
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sp*sp =
@sqrt(sp*sp(lln1 +lln2))::

0.0265
0.0979

t=

3.0486

When a 95%-certainty interval would be taken then t > ta., so the null hypothesis should be
rejected and there is evidence to indicate that the average production per gin per shift ofthe
Ngasamo-ginnery is indeed higher than that of the SlllRECU-ginneries.
Table: Gins woricing over gins planned.
SHIRECU
Gins worked
over gms
planned
Ngasamo
Gins working
over 32 ginstands

1987/88
86.4

78.2

1988/89
94.97 90.1

Sep
95.9

Oct
94.1

Nov Dec
88.1 89.7

1989/90
90.3

77.3

1990/91
90.16

1991/92
80.98
88.6

Null Hypothesis: There is no ditTerenee in the average percentage of gins worked over gins
planned between the Ngasamo-ginnery, in the period September-December 1993, and the
SHIRECU-ginneries, in the period 1987/88-1991/92.
Alternative Hypothesis: The average percentage of gins working over gins planned of the
Ngasamo-ginnery, in the period September-December 1993, is higher than the average
percentage of gins worked over gins planned for the SlllRECU-ginneries, in the per~od
1987/88-1991/92.

Average
Varianee
Standard deviation

NCU SHIRECU
86.334
91.953
37.589
13.371
6.131
3.657
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sp*sp =
@sqrt(sp*sp(l/n 1+1/n2)) =

30.984
3.345
1.680

t=

When a 90%-certainty interval would be taken than t > ta., and the null hypothesis should be
rejected. When, however a 95%-certainty interval would be taken than t < ta., and the null
hypothesis should not be rejected, which means that the average percentage of gins woricing
over gins planned ofthe Ngasamo-ginnery, in the period September-December 1993, is
higher than the average percentage of gins worked over gins planned for the SHIRECUginneries, in the period 1987/88-1991/92.
Table: Shifts worked over shifts potential.
SIDRECU
Shifts worked
over shifts
potenti al

1987/88
70.00

75.34

Ngasamo
Shifts worked
over 72
shifts/month
potenti al

Sep
94.44

Oct
95.83

1988/89
1989/90
1990/91
68.20 48.70
58.10 44.00
67.60

1991/92
68.05
91.50

Nov Dec
80.56 83.33

Null hypothesis: There is no difference between the SlllRECU-ginneries and the Ngasamoginnery with regard to the shifts worked over shifts potential.
Alternative hypothesis: The shifts worked over shifts potential ofthe Ngasamo-ginriery, in the
period September-December 1993, is higher than the shifts worked over shifts potential ofthe
SIDRECU-ginneries, in the period 1987/88-1991/92.
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Average
Varianee
Standard deviation

NCU SHIRECU
65.721
88.542
201.261
59.639
14.187
7.723

sp*sp =
@sqrt(sp*sp(1/n1+1/n2)) =
t=

162.637
7.664
2.978

When a 95%-certainty interval would be taken than t > ta, thus the null hypothesis should be
rejected, so the shifts worked over shifts potential ofthe Ngasamo-ginnery, in the period
September-December 1993, is higher than the shifts worked over shifts potential ofthe
SHIRECU-ginneries, in the period 1987/88-1991/92
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Costs and Revenues for the Manawa-ginnery
Table: Ginning costs for Manawa ginnery.

.•

.::~.~·.•in••"I'anzaru~ s1illliligs•::•••··· . .q()5ts:·m·•us$:.: . .
Labour

14,686,025

29,372.05

Spares

7,383,367

14,766.73

Baling Material

31,436,426

62,872.85

Energy

33,396,725

66,793.45

Salaries

11,800,903

23,601.81

572,232

1,144.46

Depreciation of Vehicles

4,803,834

9,607.67

Depreciation of Machinery

1,074,275

2,148.55

959,369

1,918.74

Overhead

20,578,166

41,156.33

Rental charges

37,572,130

75,144.26

164,263,452

328,526.90

8,334.44

16.67

Depreciation ofBuildings

Depreciation ofFurniture and
Equipment

Total
Total/Bale

The total number ofbales producedis 19,709 bales. 1 US$= 500 TShs.
Table: Downtime Shifts and Causes During '93/94 Season at MGC
.·::-:::·.·.· .·:·.: .. :=:·

.. =:::-::=:-··

sJû&.JJost

Manawa

1

1

33

38

11

66

Ginning fee TShs 60 per kilogramme. (10,860 TShss per bale, equavalent with 21.72 US
$/bale)

In balance of 1993/94 proposed/calculated:
Number ofbales production:
46,000
Total costs:
TSsh 305,000,000 US$ 610,000
Number ofbales actual:
42,000

150
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Costs/Bale proposed:
Revenues(proposed)

TSsh 6,630.43
US$ 13.26
TShs 500,000,000 US$ 1,000,000
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Variables and Data-collection

Levelof•,, ,

Measurement'
S

C

u

0

p
R

A

0
0
C

M
A

0
C
Cl

c
R

0
0

0

0
C2

L

0

E

0

V

C3

E
L

0
0

c
M
E

0
0

s

c

0

0
0
0
0

c

Internat constraints
-offer
Prices
Consumption
Production
Internat constraints
- supply
Yields
National policies
Profitability-related
policies
Payment
Inputs
Credit
Technological knowhow enhancing
policies
Research and
extension
Infrastructural
expenses
Marketingimproving policies
Seed cotton supply
Seed cotton
processmg
Organization
Parties interested
Involvement of
parties
Management
Liquidity.
Efficiency
Productivity
Client orientation
Orgaware

x
x
x

Ratio
Ratio
Ratio

x

Ratio

x
x
x

Ordinal
Ratio
Ordinal

x

Ratio

x

Ordinal

x
x
x

x

x
x
x
x
x

x

x

x
x

Ordinal
Ordinal

Ratio
Ratio
Ratio
Ordinal
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M

0

I

R

0
0
0

0

0

c

0
L

0

E
V
E
L

c
0
0
0
0
0

c

0
0
0
0

c
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Leadership to
motivate
Autonomy to work
Sense of direction
Extent of
Involvement
Stakeholder
orientation
Climate for
innovation
Integrity of
-operations
Technoware
Scope of operations
Precision required
Handling required
Extent of control
Merit of technoware
lnforware
Ease of retrievability
Number of linkages
Possibility of
updating
Ease of
communicability
Humanware
Potential for
creativity
Orientation on
achlevement
Orientation on
affiliation
Orientation on
efficiency
Risk hearing
capacity
Time integrity
orientation
Educationallevel

x

x
x
x
x
x

x

x

Ordinal

x
x

Ordinal
Ordinal

x

Ordinal

x

Ordinal

x
x

Ordinal
Ordinal

x

Ratio
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On the variabie infrastructural expenses no information bas been found, because it lies
outside the scope ofthis study.
The variabie research and extension is operationalized into paragraphs
• Research funding (par. 2.2.3) for research, and
• Villagisation (par. 2.2.1) for extension.
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3. Marketing improving policies.
This variabie is operationalized through the next two variables:
• Seed ootton supply, and
• Seed ootton processing.
The first variabie Seed colton supply, aims at the more efficient supply of seed ootton to
ginneries. No information about policies regarding this issue have been found.
The seoond variabie Seed colton processing means policies aiming at the more speedy
processing of seed ootton. Here a policy has been found that affects the speedy processing of
seed ootton at ginneries. This policy is described in paragraph 2.2.4, and deals with spare
parts.
On Meso-level the next oonceptual variables are used:
• Organization
• Management
The oonceptual variabie organization is operationalized in the varlab les:
• Parties interested
• Involvement of parties
With the parties interested the parties that have an interest in the ootton sector is meant. The
involvement of parties is the involvement of all the parties, such as farmers, unions, ...
The oonceptual variabie management is operationalized in the variables:
• Liquidity
• Efficiency
• Productivity
• Client orientation
• Transport
The first two variables are used as criteria. Liquidity is the ability of an enterprise to settie its
short-term (financial) obligations. Efficiency is how much use an enterprise makes use of its
installed (maximum) capacity.
Productivity is the production that is actually generated from the inputs (bere ootton erop),
oompared with other years or other cooperative unions.
With elient orientation the style of management is described. Client orientation is the focus of
the enterprises' long term policy. Ifthe enterprise determines its policies on its clients and the
market there is a elient orientation.
When analyzing the business ofthe oooperative unions it is basically basedon a few
activities:
• Buying seed ootton from farmers
• Transporting the seed ootton to the ginneries
• Ginning the seed ootton
• They may transport the lint to Dar es Salaam, but this depends on the buyer
• Transporting the seeds to the oil mills
• Processing the seeds into oil and other products
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In the table the first column represents the level of analysis; Supranational, macro-, meso-,
and micro-economical. The second column represents the variables researched and whether a
variabie is conceptual (c) or operational (o). The third and fourth column represents whether
the variabie bas been researched with interviewing or literature-study, or both. The last
column represents the level of measurement: ratio or ordinal.
On supranationallevel the following variables are used:
The conceptual variabie International Constraints- offer is operationalized through the
variables; prices, consumption, and production. International Constraints - supply is
operationalized through the variabie yields.
The variables prices, consumption, and production are taken to assess the possibilities for
future output of the ootton sector.
The variabie yield is taken to assess the possibilities in the increase in yield possible to obtain,
thus increasing production.
All the operational variables are of ratio-level of measurement.
On macro-level the following variables are used:
The conceptual variables, which aim at the impravement of the effectiveness of incentives to
cultivate cotton;
• Profitability-related policies;
• Technological know-how enhancing policies;
• Marketing-improving policies.
1. Profitability-related policies.
With these policies the following operationalized variables are meant:
• Payment;
• Inputs;
• Credit.
Here payment means the prompt payment to farmers, stability of prices, and the prices of
competing crops.
The variabie will be only partly described through the following paragraphs:
1. Relaxation of govemment control (par. 2.2.2.3)
2. Interest Rate (, wrt prompt payment, par. 2.2.2.4)
3. Exchange rate mechanism (par. 2.2.2.2)
The variabie inputs means bere the timely delivery of the right amount of inputs. In this
report this will be partly described in the paragraph 2.2.2.3 Interest rate, and 2.2.2.4 Input
supply. No further information bas been found on this variable.
On the variabie credit nothing bas been found. The variabie credit is the credit to purebase
inputs. It could be operationalized through the paragraphs 2.2.2.3, and 2.2.2.4, but as is the
case with the other variables it is not completely correct.
2. Technological know-how enhancing policies.
This conceptual variabie bas been operationalized through the following variables:
• Research and extension,
• Infrastructural expenses.
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The last variabie bere taken to assess the variabie management is transport, since this is an
important activity of the cooperative unions. With the variabie transport mainly the transport
from the primary societies (selling points- of cotton) to the ginneries is taken.
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On Micro-level the next conceptual variables are used:
• Orgaware
• Inforware
• Technoware
• Humanware
The conceptual variables are operationalized into the variables described under the conceptual
variables.

Orgaware
1. Leadership to motivate; The ability of the organization to motivate its employees through
effective leadership as evident from aspects such as organizational
objectives and visibility of top management.
2. Autonomy to work;
The degree of autonomy given to the employees as evaluated by
aspects such as active delegation, informal working systems and
efforts to promote entrepreneurship.
3. Sense of direction;
The extent to which employees are involved in the functioning of
the organization as a whole is given a sense of direction as measured by the timeliness of performance feedback, close attention to
planning, strategie thinking and prudent performance controL
4. Extent of Involvement; The extent to which employees are involved in the functioning of
the organization as evident from aspects such as pride in affiliation,
good intraorganizational communication, opportunities for development and genuine respect for the individual.
5. Stakeholder orientation; The extent to which the organization is committed in meeting
(commitment to) the expectation of its stakeholders( customers,
shareholders, employees, suppliers, financiers, government and
society in general).
6. Climate for innovation; The innovative elimate within the organization as measured by
aspects such as comparative performance evaluation, directed
R&D, international perspective, technology orientation and
sensitivity to changes in business environment.
·
7. Integrity of operations; The integrity with which the organization carries out its operations
as evident from aspects such as adherence to genuine meritocracy
and business ethics.

Technoware
1. Scope of operations; The complexity of the operations as evaluated by aspects such as
output rates, product mix, variety of the material inputs, operating
temperatures and pressures.
2. Precision required; Ratio of varlation allowed in specifications with respect to dimensions, material attributes, process parameters, component attributes
and operating environment.
3. Handling required; Physical attributes (state, flowability, unit size, geometrie CÖnfiguration, abrasiveness, corrosiveness, durability) of the materials to be
handled. Movement required (route, path, metbod of imparting motion, periodicity speeds) with respect to the matenals being handled.
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4. Extent of control;

The degree and difficulty of exercising control with respect to environmental regulations, safety regulations, standardization levels,
quality monitoring, process monitoring.
5. Merit oftechnoware; Inventive merit, Embodiment merit, Operational merit, Market
merit.

Inforware
1. Ease of retrievability;

The ease of informational retrieval as evaluated by the metbod of
information storage and its reeall and use.
2. Number of linkages;
The number of linkages which the information system has with
respect to sourees and users.
3. Possibility of updating; The possibilities of updating the information in order to ensure its
validity in time.
4. Ease of communicability; The ease with which the information can be communicated as
evaluated by the modes of communication used.

Humanware
1. Potential for creativity;

The creative powers of the Humanware as evaluated by aspects
such as intelligence, imagination and intuition.
2. Orientation on achievement;
The desire to achieve as evaluated by aspects such as
success orientation, courage, competitiveness and dynamism.
3. Orientation on affiliation; The ability to work together as evaluated by aspects such as
team spirit, respect for merit, social awareness and
appreciation of the dignity of Iabour.
4. Orientation on efficiency; The desire to be efficient as evaluated by aspects such as the
willingness to work hard productivity, consciousness and the
willingness to accept responsibility.
5. Risk hearing capacity;
The propensity to take risks as measured by aspects such as the
willingness to experiment, respectively to change, and the
ability to take the initiative.
6. Time integrity orientation; Respect for time and the tendency to treat it as valuable
resource as evident from aspects such as time based target
orientation, and a future orientation.
7. Educationallevel;
This is the level of education of staff personnet of the
cooperative unions/ginneries. The assumption is made that the
number of years of education received represents the level of
education. This is a variabie not making part of the Atlas
projects' framework.
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Table: Cotton Processing Costs, as a Percentage of the Export Price at the Official
Rate of Exchange in 1991/92.
"'Present
'Onder EffiCient MSmtlind
. . ,. . Reason~~Iel"armgate•·Ptiees
56.0%
52.0%
Farmer's price
2.8%
Primary buying oost
2.3%
24.3%
Union's oost
14.1%
1.2%
Loss and levy
0%
49.5%
Ginning oost
19.7%
31.0%
Export marketing oost
11.0%
164.8%
Total Dornestic Cost of
99.1%
Export, as Share of Export
V alue Realized
Source: p. 128, 2.
Table: Gins Installed and Installed Capacities

· · · · · . . .•. . ,•.•. . • .•.• . .·, ,. • ,.•.•.•,. • •.,• :.::GiDS'•:lll$wt~·. · '.· ~~PM~êd·•'<f~p:aèit)r,:•~in:bàl~)::••rl~••r:r;;Jz~:~;~?·
Mwanza-Region
34
l.Magu
32
2. Ngasamo
3
3. Nyambiti
27
4. Nassa
4
5. Manawa
30
6. Buchosa
40
7. Kasamwa
32
8. Buyagu
27
9. Nyamililo
30
10. Bukumbi
Shinyanga-Region
40
1. Malampaka
40
2. Sola
40
3. Uzogore
30
4. Kahama
3
5. Luguru
70
6.Mhunze
Source: Table 5, p.10, Appendix 5, 12.

19,744
21,323
39,330
13,868
53,071
19,744
26,852
22,903
17,375
10,487

18,484 (1992/93)
24,752 (1992/93)
18,869 (1991/92)
8,518 (1991/92)
31,577 (1992/93)
14,431 (1987/88)
24,838 (1992/93)
15,905 (1992/93)
13,734 (1987/88)
13,354 (1992/93)

26,852
26,852
26,852
21,323
39,488
24,482

22,946 (1991/92)
27,992 (1991/92)
28,456 (1991/92)
28,456 (1991/92)
47,747 (1991/92)
41,396 (1991/92)

Table: Producer Prices versus Export Prices

Exchange Rate
·F.O.B.:
US$/kg lint
Tshslkg lint
% of Producer price
on F.O.B.

121.00 174.43 . 206-;37 252.78 350.0

17.86

19.59

52.20

83.62

1.71
30.54
82%

1.20
23.51
166%

0.87
45.41
111%

1.34
1.43
1.65
1.22
1.66
1.44
112.05 173.03 287.81 342.57 264.00 427.0
52%
39%
29%
36%
58%
42%
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Source: Appendix 8, 12
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Educationallevel at the unions/ginneries.
Statistica! method applied: crosstables (p. 208-211, 32)
Aim:

To determine whether the educationallevels of the staff personet at the
unions/ginneries are different from the educationallevels that are usual in the
Tanzanian society.

Null hypothesis: There is no ditTerenee between educationallevels.
Alternative hypothesis: There is a ditTerenee in the educationallevels.
Assumption: The level of education can be assessed through the amount of years of
education. So more years of education means a higher level of education. Less years
of education means a lower level of education.
The expected value is drawn from the statistica! abstract from the Tanzanian Bureau
of Statistics.
The found value is the value found by the Dutch aidprogramme (p. 138, 16).
This leads to the following table:
Educationallevel
Found value
Expected value
Total

less than 7 years of
education
105
90
195

more or 7 years of
education
256
271
527

total
361
361
722

'l.Z = (105-97.5)2/97.5 + (90-97.5)2/97.5 + (256-263.5)2/263.5 + (271-263.5)2/263.5 ~
1.581

df= (r- 1)(k- 1)

r = number of rows, k = number of columns

df=l
Value that could be expected is 3. 841.

1.Z is smaller, so the nulhypothesis can not be rejected.
Conclusion is that the educationallevel at the unions/ginneries are the
same of the educationallevel of society.
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Interviews with key-persons
Dr. H. Heinsbroek, First secretary Dutch ambassy, Dar es Salaam.
In '82 the aid to the ootton sector began. The WorldBank tried to reform the
cotton sector. Their policies were not very succesfull. Than the Dutch government
stepped in. The aim was to rnaintaio ginning capacity of that moment. The way to do
that was by giving aid through buying spare parts for ootton gins from Europe.
The oompanies where the spares were bought were Platt and Levantex. The aid
programme tried to bring the prices down by supporting oompetition. This was done
by letting Levantex draw the parts of a ootton gin produced by Platt. The ootton gin is
not protected by patents.
In the third phase, that started in 1989 and 1991, the aim ofthe aidprogramme
was to establish alocal spare part production of good quality. This was done by
buying the drawings from Levantex and giving them to MEIDA. Local producers can
oopy the drawings from MEIDA, ifthey request that.
Nowadays a lot of spares are imported that are produced abroad. For instanee
by GURU, which is a Indian oompany. Rajani imports these spares and provide the
spares in Tanzania with a Platt stamp. These spares are often ofpoor quality. Besides
that the seoond circular, a government policy, prohibids the importation of spares.
The fourth phase of the aid programme is suspended. The Tanzanian
gaverrunent did not meet its obligations.
In Tanzania there are about 700 Middleton double roller gins. Spares can be
produced by local manufacturers. Further there are two ginneries with saw ginning
technology. Niambiti, with high speed saw ginning technology, and Manawa, where
the ginnery is basedon low speed saw ginning technology, and which is paid by the
aid programme.
There is a large suffer of break-downs, and at the end ofthe ginning season
only 40% is working.
For years the aidprogramme paid the British ootton growing association for
spare parts. The Dutch government should pay 40%, and the Tanzanian government
should pay 60%. So the Tanzanian govemment should have paid 15,6 million US
dollars, while it only finally paid 225,000 US$ in the third phase ofthe project.
When the aid programme was stopped nothing happened. Locally no actions
were taken. There were two reactions;
1. Very low quality spares were bought.
2. When spares were bought, they were bought with the intention of the buyer to be
paid him/herself. (parallel inoome generation)

,-------

---
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Than PELL (Pamba Engineering Limited) started producing spares. There was no
sale at costprice, but an intermediary agent was put inbetween, and was paid an
addition 30% on costprice.
In Barter-trade spares are bought by the cooperative unions, because unions are
illiquid and insolvent. The spares are paid for bales of cotton.

One of the aims of the aid programme was to enlarge local spare production.
MEIDA coordinates local production.
The circular nr.2 from 1992 prohibits the importation of gin or other spares.
Spares that can be made locally are not to be imported. Officially the law is still
operative, although the government says the opposite. This is the reason why spares
from GURU are foreseen of a Platt-stamp after importation. The law has influenced
the ootton sector badly.
Rajani still sellls the Gum-spares. But Rajani is politically an influencial
person.
Middleton Double-roller gins are inefficient and should be replaced. (the design
is hopeless, with opposite turning parts) Continental withits sawgin technology is
worldwide the most important.
Private entreprises are allowed to build their ginneries now. Cargill is building
at this moment a ginnery, and 5 other companies have permission to build. The
cooperative unions have not taken the opportunities when they were there.
A donor and an association for metal manufatacuring companies should put up
production for a declining market
There is duplicate production in a declining market there should be put
pressure on European manufacturers to take away spares. Qualitatively good spares
should be made.
A different approach should be made.
MEIDA is a finished organisation, because they cannot survive without donors.
(MEIDA is not supported now)
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Mr. J. Hall; manager Rajani metals and machenery.
Rajani is now busy with the implementation of conveying systems and cleaning
systems.
Platt-rajani is 95% owned by Platt UK, and is thus a license of platt. It was put
up in 1988, and really started production after 1993. Problems with finding personel,
and personet had to be trained intemally.
Raw materials are imported. Quality of raw matenals locally is poor. Spares
made with Levantex drawings are fully interchangeable with Platt-spares. The
drawings are of good quality.
Other manufacturers suffer from poor quality of engineers. Here problems with
quality often arise.
The unions have no money to buy the nght sort of matenals, like the
manufacturers. Thus spares are made which do not meet with the specifications. They
do not have;
1. right size or diameter,
2. castings and forgings,
3. foundry standards are oflow quality.
High grade cast iron is not obtainable in Tanzania. Locally, there is no difference
between low and high grade cast iron. Platt has its own foundries. These products are
imported and further manufactured in Tanzania.
It is very difficult to import raw matenals , because there is a lack of foreign
exchange. The Japanese govemment supports in forex by import funding.
RMM has put up local distribution near the cooperative unions. From these
agents the spares go to the ginnenes.
·
RMM is based in Dar es Salaam because it is than near the point were imports
arive from abroad. Transport is dangerous, because of damage and theft. RMM has its
own transportsystem to Mwanza. Communication with agents is done by a short-wave
long range radio system.
Difference between saw gin and roller gin in quality of lint. Lint from roller gin
better for spinners because the fiber is longer. In saw ginning technology fiber is cut
from seed. Thus fiber length is shorter and fiber cao curL Basically the two
technologies are equaL
Much quality is lost for saw gin due to the lack of humidity and quality controL
In other countries such as the USA there is a lot of quality control when harvesting.
In Tanzania there is no such controL
Saw gins need higher quality spares then roller gins. Saw gins cao not get the
same service as roller gins.
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A quality control should be introduced with proper quality;
• procedures,
• engineers,
• final inspeetion systems.
Problems with regard to spare part manufacturing:
• difficulty in obtaining raw materials,
• continuous training is needed, due to;
- limitation of human skills with regard to engineers,
- no personal management grades are available
Power is nota problem. Local generatorscan provide sufficient energy. Public
energy network alone is not sufficient while energy supply is regularly shut down.
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Mr T. Shindika; General Manager TCMB
TCMB does inspeetion at the ginneries. The ginneries are old and used. New
ginneries should be put up with newer techno logies. Middleton double roller gins can
only be found in Israel, Egypt, Sudan, and some in India. 90% of ootton in the world
is saw ginned.
Modem saw ginneries are faster, smaller, more maintenance-intensive and
automatic. This saves Iabour in oomparision with the Iabour intensive ginneries with
Middleton Double rollers.
The quality of ootton is too low. This is due to the system in which there are too
many people involved with wages that are very low. There is no involvement en thus
no quality. A lot of scrap and extemal objects are found inseed ootton. These objects
are put in the seed ootton to gain weight and thus inoome. The ootton quality thus
detoriates.
Saw gins are more expensive then roller gins, but it is more expensive to have
seed ootton roller-ginned. The operational oosts of a roller gin are higher then the
operational oosts of a saw gin. The oost ratio of a MDR is ten times higher then that
of a saw gin.
Prices used to be 0.02 US$ than the average world market price, now it is 0.02
US$lower than the average world market price due to the detoriated quality.
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Mr. Salema; General Manager National Engineering Company Ltd.
(NECO).
There are 3 problems in cotton sector;
1. mis-management of the cooperative unions,
2. technical problems with ginneries,
3. theft.
Mis-management:
Cooperative unions are not properly staffed and personet are not properly
trained for the job or functionallevel.
Maintenance levels are insufficient. there is no inventory of spares at the
unions. The Demand for spares is incorrect. Sometimes the seperate demand for
spares is inflated so to many spares are ordered and at the same time spares of another
type are lacking.
There is no inspeetion at ginneries for spare parts. Spares are often ordered and
manufacturers do not supply the unions with the proper spares.
Unions lack money, and thus lack money for suppliers. there is no proper
budgettting system.
Technical:
The most of the gins are just scrap, but no effort is made to buy new machines.
Although some gins are in a relatively good state.
There is a lot of break-down time.
The gins are not properly maintained. there are no proper maintenance manuals.
The down-time is not due to power-problems, but there are no good tools.
PELL has good machines, but there are no accurate measurements present. On
the other side machines sometimes stay unused because no trained personet can be
found.
One central ginnery should be built with one large workshop with only one sort
of ginning technology.
Part of the spares should be made locally, and the other part should just beordered abroad.
Buildings are often in a dilapidated state and are actually worth nothing
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Capacity should be built up at local spare part manufacturers. There is no
capacity to build gins locally. And there is no money to buy technology. Money is
spend on other things than it should be spended on.
With the drawings from MEIDA better spares are made than before. MEIDA bas
itself no capacity for quality controL Also MEIDA does not put any standards. There
is a lot of scrap in the ginneries. Because of lack of money ginneries buy spares of the
lowest quality and sometimes make them themselves from poor quality materials.
NECO does not supply unions any more. They did not have enough orders.
Further unions too often did not pay the invoices. NECO itself is limited in capacity,
and bas not enough machines. They sometimes sell semi-tinisbed spares to Rajani.
NECO does sell them castings, which are futher finished by RMM.
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Mr. P. Dobson; Rallycot.
Cargill is now setting up a plant for ginning local seed ootton. Before
Cargill(/Rallyoot) bought seed ootton and had it ginned in Zimbabwe. The seeds were
thrown away. The ginning fee in Zimbabwe is very low.
Carry over from the unions are just a trick to cheat on the Banks. The declared
weight is all too often not there. Unions then say that the seed ootton was too moist
from the rain and thus spoiled or for another reason.
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Mr. Mukami ; Executive Director MEIDA.
There are three reasons for the low performance of the ootton sector:
1. Poor management by ginnery owners.
2. Quality spares.
3. Not enough spare parts can be produced.
The poor management performance is first at union-level, but also the
management at the ginneries itself is poor.
The local suppliers produce at low quality levels. The unions keep buying the
spares however.
The government policy is to produce all the spares locally. This is done step by
step. First only the importation of semi-finished spares is allowed. When there is local
capacity to produce the semi-finished spares also these willl be prohibited to import.
Buyers from the unions have to be bribed to buy spares.
Ownership of the ginneries should be privatised. Thus creating a organisation of
the sector where every party is taking an interest.
MEIDA provides training, advice, production, and maintenance for metal
manufacterers.
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Mr. Mhoja; ChiefEngineer NCU, and
Mr. Maselli; ChiefEngineer TCMB.
There are no maintenance manual or procedures. No statistics is obtained from
the ootton production of the ginneries.
The quality of the spares are a problem. The spare-material is often too brittle.
The tolerances of the spares are often incorrect. Although some manufacturers
achieve a good quality spare.
The skills of the engineers are inappropriate. The engineers receive additional
training. A lot of damage is done by inproper fitting of the spares.
The lower break-down percentages of the Ngassamo ginnery are due to the
better maintenance and management at this ginnery. Because the chief machanic at
this ginnery is performing well the break-down percentage is lower.
No additional service is done, and the ginnery is no different from other
ginneries in the Mwanza region. Spares provided to the Ngassamo-ginnery are no
different from spares provided to other ginneries.
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Mr. H. Hall; PLATT UK. Ltd.
Within the roller-gin factorles origional spply was Platts oldham. Today in
these factories many third parties have supplied spare parts detrimental to the
function, reliability of the machine which result in loss of efficiency of a particular
machine.
To improve the efficiency of a machine in Tanzania at the moment they require
automatic feeding systems to improve the production, efficiency and possibly reduce
the Iabour content.
This is currently in progress in so far as there is a tender at the moment with
TCMB for evaluation and award of contract to improve the current efficiency and
production of I 0 factories.
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Conclusions with regard to United Nations Atlas project
For this rapport the frameworkof the United Nations Atlas project is used. For
the research the framework of technology content assessment was adapted.
In the framework the components oftechnology are described; Technoware,
Humanware, Inforware, and Orgaware. For each of the components criteria for
evaluation are described.
The criteria are sometimes very complicated and not easy to be quantified.
Especially the çriteria for Humanware and Orgaware are difficult to assess. It would
be recommendable to the UN to use simpter criteria. Like for Humanware, for
instanee the years of education received, or the years of experience in a similar job.
These criteria could he quantified, and would he less difficult to he assessed.
The technoeratic model for technology content analysis is not easy to work with
and it does not become clear why and how is chosen for the scores attached to the
four components oftechnology. The problems in Tanzania with Technoware, low
efficiency and varying performances, make the technoeratic model redundant,
because the model doesn't take the low efficiency and varying performances into
consideration. This model may work well for Asia but for the case ofTanzania's
ginning industry it is not suitable.
The four components of technology which are presented in the model do not
suit but could he adapted to simpter criteria for evaluation. When this would he done
the model may become usabie for this sort of study.
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.LOCATION OF GINNERIES IN WCGA
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Areas 1n which cotton is grown 1n Tanzania.
Th_e qua1ant.ine area. t:-Jo .cotton may be gro':"n. in this area
w1 thou t wntten permissJon trom the Comm1ss1oner for
Agriculture. This cotton free area prevents the spread of red
bolt worm to our major cot ton are as.
International beundry.
Ocean & Lakes.
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